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Villa Mosconi Bertani Winery and Estate Tour in Verona

Let an expert host guide you through the unique experience offered by the Bertani
family. A guided tour of the majestic estate will allow you to discover the birthplace of
the Amarone Classico Della Valpolicella wine, along with the rich artistic and cultural
heritage of Villa Mosconi Bertani and ...

Price: 12,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=10256P1

Wine Tasting Experience and Guided Tour at Villa Mosconi Bertani in Verona

Let an expert host guide you through the unique experience offered by the Bertani
family. A guided tour of the majestic estate will allow you to discover the birthplace of
the Amarone Classico Della Valpolicella wine, along with the rich artistic and cultural
heritage of Villa Mosconi Bertani and ...

Price: 29,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=10256P2

Private Airport Transfer: Verona Villafranca Airport (VRN) to Verona

Book here your safe and reliable Private Airport Transfer from Verona Villafranca
Airport (VRN) to your hotel or destination within the Verona city area.Our service
operates across 150+ countries and 1500+ airports with an excellent customer
satisfaction rating of 9/10 based on 35k+ reviews.- Fixed ...

Price: 24,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=106364P128
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Airport Transfer: from Verona to Verona Villafranca Airport (VRN)

Book here your safe and reliable Private Airport Transfer from your hotel or location
within the Verona city area to Verona Villafranca Airport (VRN).Our service operates
across 150+ countries and 1500+ airports with an excellent customer satisfaction
rating of 9/10 based on 35k+ reviews.- Fixed ...

Price: 24,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=106364P129

The city of Romeo and Juliet: An audio tour through Verona's cobbled streets

Verona is as timeless and romantic as the story of Romeo and Juliet, which takes
place in its cobbled streets. On this self guided audio tour, you'll discover that there is
more to the city than a tale of tragic love. We?ll leave the busy shopping streets and
travel back in time, along the oldest ...

Price: 4,30 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=110804P281

Valpolicella wine tasting experience at Mizzon Winery close to Verona

?For us the joy of guarding the wine-making art, for you the pleasure of enjoying its
emotions?Welcome to Mizzon Winery in the heart of the Verona area. The winery
comes from a long farming tradition, from the cultivation of fruits and vegetables to
the acquisition of several vineyards.At the end ...

Price: 36,83 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P103

Wine tasting with a view close to Verona

Wine is not just a product of the earth, it is also the story of those who produce it.
Tales are told of vineyards, wines, people, and passions here in this winery every
day.The company is just 5 minutes drive from downtown Verona and it has about 4
hectares of vineyards and 6 hectares of olive ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P16
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Biodynamic wine tasting experience close to Verona

Musella is a natural oasis in the countryside just 7km from the centre of Verona, a
splendid historical estate where Emilio chose to settle in 1995 to begin his great
family project of quality viticulture. Maddalena introduced Biodynamic farming and
vinification with great enthusiasm, bringing a ...

Price: 43,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P22

Special wine tour from Verona with 3 wine tasting experiences

Organic farms, young wine makers, old vintages and different personal histories:
discover the best wineries around Verona with this tour!You depart at 9.30 am from
your hotel and your first stop is a local winery very close to Verona where you'll get
the chance to start to discover Valpolicella ...

Price: 173,27 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P35

Hike & Wine tasting experience in Verona

Enjoy this amazing winery with a gorgeous view of Verona. You can walk from the
city center on a paved windy road that will bring you at the winery in less than 1 hour
and 30 minutes!Enjoy this amazing winery with a gorgeous view of Verona. You can
walk from the city center on a paved windy road ...

Price: 98,25 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P36

Urban wine walk of Verona with Cristiano

Cristiano is an italian wine lover. He was born in Piedmont, lived for 5 years in China
and 5 in Spain, then he fell in love with Verona and this is where he's living right
now!This is why he's very happy to share with you this amazing urban wine walk.
He'll pick you up at your hotel in verona or ...

Price: 102,86 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P79
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Happy wine day experience at Capurso wine close to Verona

The Capurso Winery was founded in 1896. Everything started in Verona, precisely in
Valpantena, where passion and experience were handed down from generation to
generation, from father to son. Everything continues today, with Giovanni Camilla
Selene and their passion for Life, the Lives and the ...

Price: 30,13 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P91

Wine & Chocolate experience at Capurso Winery

The Capurso Winery was founded in 1896. Everything started in Verona, precisely in
Valpantena, where passion and experience were handed down from generation to
generation, from father to son. Everything continues today, with Giovanni Camilla,
Selene and their passion for Life, the Lives and the ...

Price: 56,11 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P92

Combination of 2 wineries with lunch included in Valpolicella

The name Valpolicella probably dates back to the Roman period from the word Valle
poli cellae, in latin "valley of the many cellars", proving the ancient wine making
tradition of this area. Here they used to produce a red wine, sweet and very
concentrated, probably close to the Recioto which is ...

Price: 129,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=111416P96

Cooking Class in Valpolicella Area

The cooking class covers traditional, home-style Veneto and Italian recipes. Typical
farmhouse kitchen, ?Mammas cooking?, both encompassing the intense flavours &
freshness of traditional Italian dishes. Cooking & Wine: combines tastings at fine
wine estates in Valpolicella Classico, with cooking ...

Price: 246,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=11315P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

The best tour of Verona between the Arena and Amarone wine

Verona is the city of romance. Here, William Shakespeare set his most famous play,
"Romeo and Juliet", a tragic story of love and loss that, still today, attracts people
from all over the world to visit its scene.This private tour will take you around the
extraordinary city centre, first visiting ...

Price: 166,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=114362P118

A walk in Verona, on Shakespeare's footsteps

Verona is the monumental, charming stage on which William Shakespeare set one of
his major works: "Romeo and Juliet", a tragic story of love and loss that, still today,
calls thousands people in this city, to follow the footsteps of the two protagonists.This
private tour will allow you to discover ...

Price: 131,25 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=114362P119

A tasting tour of Verona, between food and wine

The centre of Verona is a continuous sequence of art treasures, architectural
masterpieces, romance, breathtaking views on river Adige; but there may be more.
The taste of local gastronomic specialties may be with the visit by itself. This private
tour will lead you for a pleasant walk through the ...

Price: 188,32 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=114362P120

A familiar cooking class in Verona

Besides of being a city of romance, art and music, Verona keeps a strong and
ancient culinary tradition, based on the excellence of raw ingredients of its region:
wine, olive oil, rice, combined in simple recipes, coming from the rural culture. This
exclusive experience will introduce you to a ...

Price: 259,75 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=114362P121
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Soave: history and excellence in wines, in Verona hillside

The sweet hillside between Verona and Vicenza is well known for its excellent wines.
One of these takes its name from a small village, standing at the feet of an
impressive medieval castle: Soave.Conceived as a defensive hub by the Veronese
family Della Scala, which ruled the city for 125 years ...

Price: 173,08 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=114362P122

Pastiamo Design Kitchen - Cooking class with dinner and wine testing

Easy recipes, excellent wine and simple choices, unique moments that define the
essence of an Italian lifestyle through cooking.... more than a cooking class,
"Pastiamo Design Kitchen" is a pleasant experience: we cook fresh pasta and
gnocchi together, we chat, eat and taste excellent wines.Two ...

Price: 123,38 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=114949P1

Private Rome City Tour with Expert Local Guide

Hop off the path trodden by thousands of tourists and delve deep into Italian culture
on this private walking tour across authentic streets of Rome. Follow your friendly
guide and discover sites, sights, and locations not mentioned in any guidebook. Take
a short break in a local bakery and treat ...

Price: 89,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=11498P275

Verona private guided tour: Romeo & Juliet

Verona is one of the most famous cities in the world. You can see Gulietta's house,
where Giulietta lived and according to the legend met her lover Romeo for their first
night of love!...then you will see the Arena of Verona, the coliseum built during the
Age of the Roman Empire. You will also see ...

Price: 142,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=115714P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona area: Wine Tasting Experience in Valpolicella

Find out the world of wine from close up can be a fascinating experience you'll never
forget thanks this 2-hour experience. An extraordinary journey through history,
nature, culture and taste of one of the best Italian wine cellars of Valpolicella.Find out
the world of wine from close up can be a ...

Price: 42,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=116773P70

Italian Cooking Classes

For the last 10 years we?ve been reaching for new flavours and experieces at our
restaurant, Vecchio Mulino Beach, located few step away from Garda Lake.Vecchio
Mulino Lab, a 200 square meters open space kitchen, fully equiped with the latest
tecnologies on the market, born to be ?an amusement park ...

Price: 83,86 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=116960P1

Drive A Classic Car Around The Hills

You can choose the car you prefer.Some models are: Ford Mustang V6, Alfa Romeo
Duetto, Triumph Spitfire, VW Beetle, Mini and many others.The cars are more than
ten.Once you reach the panoramic Alfa Romeo until we reach the panoramic view
Lessini hills, we will stop you in different rooms to take ...

Price: 779,23 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=120737P22

Amarone Wine E-Bike Tour

The tour starts from the city center and heads to the countryside. There, vineyards
and sweet creeks will lead you to the wine producer. You will cycle through the
sumptuous countryside of an area where stands a medieval Castle. Riding on an
enjoyable cycling path, surrounded by gentle streams on ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=121119P6
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

The Best of Verona Walking Tour

Perfect for the first time visitors! You will see impressive monuments, courtyards,
beautiful buildings, hidden spots and romantic streets of Verona. Wander through
Gavi arch, the Renaissance buildings, Roman Borsari Gate, ancient Roman Road,
Erbe Square, the church of Santa Anastasia, river Adige, ...

Price: 358,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=122816P98

From Verona and Garda: Private day tour in Valpolicella with lunch

An evocative tour with a tour guide to discover Valpolicella and its territory.You can
visit one of the most beautiful villages in ValpolicellaYou will be able to visit a historic
Amarone della Valpolicella wine cellar and taste its products.You can have a typical
lunch in a restaurant in the ...

Price: 280,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=123886P26

From Verona and Garda: Visit to Sirmione and Lugana Wine Experience

Tour to discover the beautiful locality of Sirmione of the local wine Lugana and
Bardolino surrounded by greenery.The tour includes a guided tour of Sirmione with a
local guide and a visit with tasting to a famous local wine producer.Finally a delicious
lunch in a typical restaurant in the ...

Price: 288,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=123886P62

Verona Private Walking Tour

This special city was the backdrop for the tragedy of Shakespeare, Romeo and
Juliet, one of the most famous love tragedies of all time.This tour will allow you to
visit all the most important attractions of the city in 3 hours of private guided tour.This
special city was the backdrop for the ...

Price: 107,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=123886P80
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private taxi; transfer from / to Verona, Garda Lake, Venice, Milan

Car rental service with driver based in Verona.we offer services of:Transfer from / to
airports and railway stationsTransfer for fairs congresses eventsTransfer to health
facilitiesExcursions and guided toursPrivate taxi service on reservationCar rental
service with driver based in Verona.we offer ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=123989P1

Bike Tour Bardolino Garda and Costermano with wine tasting

Starting from Garda we will reach Bardolino through the cycle path, from which,
through expanses of vineyards and olive trees, enjoying immaculate and enchanting
landscapes, we reach first Cavaion Veronese, and then Costermano to descend from
the hills to the starting point, not before having done ...

Price: 39,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=124936P13

Bike tour Lake Garda Monte Baldo and Crero

The itinerary is particularly demanding, not for everyone: We will start from the
lakeside of Bardolino, where we will be able to see Lake Garda with its colors
proceeding towards Garda, from where the climb begins in the wonderful and
enchanting Valle dei Molini, which presents the landscape ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=124936P15

Learn to Cook Italian Typical Food

You will be welcomed at Chef's home with an aperitif. Wearing the apron, you can
express your creativity by preparing colorful finger food with seasonal products. You
will help the Chef while cooking delicious risottos / pasta; delighting you at the end of
the evening by composing your homemade ice ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=124936P27
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Art Experience with Cheese and Wine Tasting in Cantina Zeni

A unique experience, which combines local art and wines paired with quality dairy
products. The location will be Cantina Zeni 1870, a historic company from Bardolino,
which for 5 generations has interpreted the wine-growing wealth of the Verona
area.A unique experience, which combines local art and ...

Price: 72,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=124936P28

Transfer Verona Airport - Verona Center

The fast and safe transfer to and from Verona Valerio Catullo airport and any
address in the Verona city center is the best way to avoid crowded buses and trains,
especially when traveling with luggage. Verona airport is not very far from the city
center, but for transportation there are no ...

Price: 58,94 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=126804P1

Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona / one way or roundtrip.Your
driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P273

Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona / one way or roundtrip.Your
driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel comfortably to
your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 93,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P274
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport (VRN) - Sirmione / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Sirmione / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 146,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P275

Verona Airport (VRN) - Sirmione / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Sirmione / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 173,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P276

Verona Airport (VRN) - Desenzano del Garda / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Desenzano del Garda / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean ...

Price: 146,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P277

Verona Airport (VRN) - Desenzano del Garda / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Desenzano del Garda / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean ...

Price: 173,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P278
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport (VRN) - Vicenza / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Vicenza / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 213,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P279

Verona Airport (VRN) - Vicenza / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Vicenza / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 240,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P280

Verona Airport (VRN) - Abano Terme / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Abano Terme / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 226,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P281

Verona Airport (VRN) - Abano Terme / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Abano Terme / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 253,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P282
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport (VRN) - Riva del Garda / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Riva del Garda / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars ...

Price: 240,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P284

Verona Airport (VRN) - Riva del Garda / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Riva del Garda / one way or
roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars ...

Price: 280,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P285

Verona Airport (VRN) - Madonna di Campiglio / Private Transfer (up to 3 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Madonna di Campiglio / one way
or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? ...

Price: 466,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P286

Verona Airport (VRN) - Madonna di Campiglio / Private Transfer (up to 8 pax)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Madonna di Campiglio / one way
or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at the specified time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? ...

Price: 513,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P287
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport (VRN) - Bardolino / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Bardolino (province of Verona,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel with comfort to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P417

Verona Airport (VRN) - Bardolino / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Bardolino (province of Verona,
Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time
and you will travel with comfort to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We
track your Flight? Door-to-door Service? No ...

Price: 173,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P418

Verona Airport (VRN) - Venice, piazzale Roma / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) to Venice, piazzale Roma (province
of Venice, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a
scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a
Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 320,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P716

Verona Airport (VRN) - Venice, piazzale Roma / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) to Venice, piazzale Roma (province
of Venice, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a
scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a
Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 360,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P717
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport (VRN) - Venice / Private Transfer + Water Taxi (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) to Venice (province of Venice, Italy)
/ one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 453,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P718

Verona Airport (VRN) - Venice / Private Transfer + Water Taxi (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) to Venice (province of Venice, Italy)
/ one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 520,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P719

Verona Airport (VRN) - Venice, cruise port / Private Transfer (up to 3 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) to Venice, cruise port (province of
Venice, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled
time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate?
We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 320,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P720

Verona Airport (VRN) - Venice, cruise port / Private Transfer (up to 8 pass.)

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) to Venice, cruise port (province of
Venice, Italy) / one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled
time and you will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate?
We track your Flight? Door-to-door ...

Price: 360,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P721
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona / Reliable Private Van Transfer

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona (province of Verona, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 22,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P740

Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona / Reliable Private Car Transfer

Book your private transfer Verona Airport (VRN) - Verona (province of Verona, Italy) /
one way or roundtrip.Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you
will travel comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your
Flight? Door-to-door Service? No Hidden ...

Price: 38,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P741

Private Arrival Car Transfer: Verona Airport (VRN) to Hotel

Book your private Arrival transfer from Verona Airport (VRN) to Hotel. Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 38,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P772

Private Arrival Van Transfer: Verona Airport (VRN) to Hotel

Book your private Arrival transfer from Verona Airport (VRN) to Hotel. Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 38,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P773
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Departure Car Transfer: Hotel to Verona Airport (VRN)

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Verona Hotel to Verona Airport
(VRN).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 38,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P774

Private Departure Van Transfer: Hotel to Verona Airport (VRN)

Book your Private Departure Transfer from Verona Hotel to Verona Airport
(VRN).Your driver will be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel
comfortably to your destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight?
Door-to-door Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & ...

Price: 22,40 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P775

Private Arrival Car Transfer: Genoa Airport (GOA) to Hotel 

Book your private Arrival transfer from Genoa Airport (GOA) to Hotel. Your driver will
be waiting for you at a scheduled time and you will travel comfortably to your
destination.? Meeting with a Nameplate? We track your Flight? Door-to-door
Service? No Hidden Charges? Clean cars & Professional ...

Price: 41,60 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=128285P776

Verona 3 hour walking tour

On this walking tour we enter the famous courtyard of Juliet's house and see her
legendary balcony to discover that love, passion, sacrifice, courage, tenderness,
dedication are timeless emotions.We see also Romeo's house and Prince Escalo's
burial place. We enjoy colours and sounds of the piazza ...

Price: 461,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131155P107
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Day Trip from Verona to Pisa

Pisa, located in the Tuscan region of Italy, has more than 20 historic churches and
several medieval palaces. This university town is renowned for its art and
architectural treasures. Pisa has a lively street life and a vibrant cafe/bar scene. The
famous Piazza dei Miracoli, or Miracles Square, is ...

Price: 1.158,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131155P37

Day Trip from Verona to Milan

One of the most popular shopping destinations with Prada, Gucci, and Fendi all in
tow, is Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II. Named after the kingdom of Italy's first king, this
galleria is one of the oldest shopping malls in the world, standing 4 stories tall,
adorned in Gothic style, and a unique iron ...

Price: 666,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131155P38

Day Trip from Verona to Padua with stopover at Vicenza

On this trip you will stop at beautiful and historical city Vicenza. Despite this, the
Italian architect Andrea Palladio had the greatest influence here, which is why
Vicenza is also called "the City of Palladio." It houses 23 buildings which, due to their
importance, from 1994, can be found on ...

Price: 430,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131155P66

Day Trip from Verona to Bergamo with stopover at Brescia

Bergamo's Venetian walls are both classic and opulent, with the power to captivate
the sternest of men. The wall divides the city into two - the Upper Town, (La Citta
Alta) which sits on top of the hill packed with narrow wandering streets, and the
Lower Town (La Citta Bassa), which extends towards ...

Price: 502,57 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131155P67
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Day Trip from Verona to Ravenna

Ravenna was the capital city of the Western Roman Empire from 402 until the
collapse in 476, then served as the capital of the Ostrogothic Kingdom, then a
lordship of the Byzantine Empire in Italy after which it became the seat of the
Kingdom of the Lombards.Today Ravenna is the capital city of the ...

Price: 815,39 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131155P68

Soave Castle Self Guided Tour from Verona

Soave is a middle age wine village situated in region Veneto of Italy. In this self
guided tour, you will visit the impressive castle and enjoy the stunning views of all the
vineyards around. Wine lovers can't resist the unmissable chance to visit a typical
cellar and taste the most famous wines ...

Price: 352,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P15

Venice Romantic Tour with Taxi Boat Transfer

On this 8-hour private tour, enjoy the opportunity to explore Venice's enchanting
atmosphere and savor a magical dinner in the most romantic city in the world. After
hotel pickup in Verona, transfer to Venice island by private vehicle then to St. Mark's
Square by private boat. You will have about 4 ...

Price: 595,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P16

The Palladio and Bassano del Grappa Private Tour

Explore the Veneto region's Palladian architecture and the beautiful city of Bassano
del Grappa on this full-day trip from Verona. See the genius of Italian architect,
Andrea Palladio, with visits to some of his structures - including the Olympic Theater,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Immerse ...

Price: 675,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P17
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Amarone Wine Tour

This tour is for those who want to deepen their knowledge of the unique Amarone
wine-making techniques and compare different Amarone styles. The tour will offer
you an interesting opportunity to see the behind-the-scenes process to have the
finest wines ever. A tour guide is not included.This tour ...

Price: 360,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P18

Mantua and Ferrari City Day Trip from Verona

Mantua is one of Italy's most beautiful cities, where elements from the Renaissance
are present in the architecture and atmosphere. Take this opportunity to visit the city
in a convenient way with round-trip transportation from Verona. When you arrive,
explore at your leisure, plus discover the ...

Price: 675,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P19

Shopping in Franciacorta Outlet: Private Transfer from Verona

If you love brands and love a bargain, Franciacorta outlet village is the perfect place
for you.  Book now to enjoy the best shopping experience. You will have the option to
choose to book a large vehicle for up to 8 people, or a smaller car for up to 3.If you
love brands and love a bargain, ...

Price: 440,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P20

Madonna di Campiglio and Dolomites Self-Guided Tour

Spend a day exploring the gorgeous 'pearl of the Dolomites,' Madonna di Campiglio,
with this self-guided 12-hour tour from Verona. Take in the natural beauty of the
mountains surrounding this picturesque village. Enjoy having all transportation taken
care of for the day.Spend a day exploring the ...

Price: 760,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=13124P21
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Small Group City Tour with a Local Guide

Located in the region of Veneto, in northern Italy, Verona is the medieval town,
known internationally as the City of Love. With romance emanating from every
corner, Verona was the setting of both the comedy Two Gentlemen of Verona and
love tragedy Romeo and Juliet, written by one of the greatest ...

Price: 32,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=131843P19

Pizza & Ice Cream Cooking Class

Pizza is a science and a art.I 'll teach you the history and background of pizza
making.At the end of the cooking class you?ll create your first pizza with your hands
with a method that is doable at home. Pizza is a science and a art.I 'll teach you the
history and background of pizza making.At the ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=132522P2

Cooking Class Verona,Cooking in a Crystal Kitchen

I'm an architect and I obtained the Italian HACCP certification for the food and
beverage safety. I love cooking and I?ll teach you the secret of traditional pasta while
sharing the wonderful view from the top of the house where you'll feel filled with
positive energy. We'll knead the dough for ...

Price: 68,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=132522P3

Ncc Taxi from Legnago to Verona Airport

Our Ncc Taxi company with garage in Legnago (VR) has decades of experience in
the professional transport sector, with the collaboration of professional drivers on
time with cars and mini Van to accompany you to any destination.In addition, we are
also available for private services to accompany you ...

Price: 3,19 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=132734P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Picta Urbi

Verona tells the story of the ancient history of Roman times that inspired the greatest
artists of the Renaissance.The tour begins in the Basilica of San Zeno, where the
view is captured by the grandeur of its wooden ceiling and is led to the new
perspective of Andrea Mantegna.The fortified towers ...

Price: 164,11 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=133442P6

Verona Quick Overview: City Center Walking Tour with Local Guide

In this 2 hour tour you will see al the main highlights of the city of Verona.Verona is
often underestimated, but once you are there you will understand that it is a beautiful
city to visit. Here you can find elegant streets and squares, the oldest amphitheater in
Italy, the Arena of Verona, the ...

Price: 36,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=137135P33

Horseback riding and wine tasting

These horses are happy and full of life. They are very sweet and well-trained but you
will have to do more than just sit there. You must be able to listen to instructions and
be alert during the ride.These horses are happy and full of life. They are very sweet
and well-trained but you will have to ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=138631P12

Parco Sigurta Bike Tour and Traditional Tortellini Lunch

experience the atmosphere of a unique garden with an ancient history, through lily
blooms, lotus flower, tulips and begonia. Enjoy a typical Tortellini lunch in the
charming village of Valeggio sul Mincio. The best time of the year when the tulips
paint the grass of Sigurtà as it was a painting is ...

Price: 75,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=138631P13
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Discover the Lands of Custoza with E-bike and Wine Tasting

The route is pretty flat with just a bit of uphill and downhill but the e-bikes can easily
handle that. The e-bikes are very comfortable and can speed up to 30 km/h. We will
ride for about 40 minutes before getting to Silvia?s place. She and her husband live
on the top of the hill where they ...

Price: 75,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=138631P6

E-bike adventure among medieval castles and old villages

Hop on the eletric bikes and cycle around the Scaliger Castle, a medieval fortress
built more than 800 years ago where Shakespeare set the drama of Romeo and
Juliet. Have fun riding along the river, discover the countryside surrounded by green
sceneries and breathtaking views. The whole roundtrip ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=138631P7

Madonna della Corona Sanctuary Walking Tour

Madonna della Corona Sanctuary in Spiazzi truly is a wonder of nature, nested in the
Monte Baldo mountains. An exciting tour, that you must add to your list of places
worth to visit in this rich territory. We will get to Spiazzi at about 10.15. It is a village
at the border between Caprino Veronese ...

Price: 59,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=138631P9

"Reserve" tasting of Valpolicella wines at the Accordini winery

"Wine is tradition, patience ... it is poetry of the earth."The doors of our cellar are
open all year round, both for direct sales and for guided tastings of our wines.The
tastings of our wines are accompanied by cold cuts, cheeses and dry pastries typical
of the area. A journey into taste that ...

Price: 54,14 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=142657P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

"Corvina" tasting of Valpolicella wines at the Accordini winery

"Wine is tradition, patience ... it is poetry of the earth."The doors of our cellar are
open all year round, both for direct sales and for guided tastings of our wines.The
tastings of our wines are accompanied by cold cuts, cheeses and dry pastries typical
of the area. A journey into taste that ...

Price: 40,66 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=142657P2

Tasting "Le Bessole" of Valpolicella wines at the Accordini winery

"Wine is tradition, patience ... it is poetry of the earth."The doors of our cellar are
open all year round, both for direct sales and for guided tastings of our wines.The
tastings of our wines are accompanied by cold cuts, cheeses and dry pastries typical
of the area. A journey into taste that ...

Price: 33,88 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=142657P3

Come2Verona

We will make our way to a winery in the breathtaking Verona hillside. Enjoy a guided
tour with detailed description of the Valpolicella wine production. We will taste 3
wines: Valpolicella, Ripasso and Amarone.Then a visit to an olive oil grove and
factory including a stroll through the olive ...

Price: 122,91 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=151870P1

Wine Tasting Experience at Bevilacqua Castle and Visit

Feel like living in the Middle Ages walking through the enchanted halls of an
authentic castle of 1336. The Castle of Bevilacqua welcomes you, visit in autonomy
the most fascinating estates of the Veneto region. Be touched by its frescos,
paintings and the magic atmosphere of its hanging garden ...

Price: 19,49 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=15343P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Small-Group Cooking Class at Bevilacqua Castle and Guided Visit

Learn how to cook special Italian dishes in the fabulous location of the Castle of
Bevilacqua. A skilled and creative chef will disclose his culinary secrets teaching you
how to prepare the best local dishes with healthy ingredients. From the starter to the
dessert, you will enjoy the experience of ...

Price: 142,86 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=15343P2

The True Story of Juliet and Romeo

Did you think that the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet was just a legend? With this
guided tour you will have to change your mind, even if in the end you will have more
questions and doubts than certainties. A literary journey of more than a century and a
thousand miles, the story of one of the most ...

Price: 30,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=153782P1

Verona Private Walking Tour with a Local Guide

Get to know the real Verona as your expert guide introduces you to a city of rich
history and literary legend. This two-hour private walking tour takes you to the city?s
most celebrated highlights, from ?Juliet?s balcony? to the magnificent Arena di
Verona.Get to know the real Verona as your expert ...

Price: 112,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=15693P191

My Granny's secrets: Making pasta in the heart of Verona

Did you ever prepare pasta from scratch? Are you curious to see how looks like an
hystorical apartment in Verona? Do you want to spend few hours with real local
people? I'm going to open the home's door to you and share my Granny's secrets
and recipes to prepare the best homemade pasta. Welcome to ...

Price: 67,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=165384P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

An irresestible dinner in the heart of Verona

Do you want to know which will be the menu? Choose your favorite theme and write
to me. I will be happy to explain it to you.The themed menu:- Lemon- Chocolate-
Matcha Green Tea- Seafood&Berries- Musical Theater- PumpkinDo you want to
know which will be the menu? Choose your favorite theme and ...

Price: 51,95 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=165384P2

My Granny's Secret: The Real TiramisÃ¹

Do you know that the real Tiramisù it isn't made with cookies but with a special
sponge cake? In this cooking class, I'm going to share with you the secrets and the
recipe of my Granny to make the real and best Tiramisù ever... And after we have
done it we are going to eat it!Do you know that the ...

Price: 46,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=165384P3

My Granny's secrets Making Gnocchi

Did you ever prepare gnocchi from scratch? Are you curious to see how looks like an
hystorical apartment in Verona? Do you want to spend few hours with real local
people? I'm going to open the home's door to you and share my Granny's secrets
and recipes to prepare the best homemade gnocchi. Welcome ...

Price: 67,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=165384P4

Summer 2.0

Walk from the center of Avesa to Monte Ongarine together with an excursionist
environmental guide and a Cinofila educator to fully experience the nature that
surrounds us together with our 4-legged friends!Walk from the center of Avesa to
Monte Ongarine together with an excursionist environmental ...

Price: 14,55 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=165931P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Sunset Cruise on a Sailing Boat

The sailing ship San Nicolò takes you on a unique tour: the Sunset Cruise, the
perfect blend of a pleasant aperitif at sunset and a fascinating sailing trip on the last
two-master still cruising on Lake Garda. Come aboard a piece of history to live a
thrilling experience, admiring the sunset from ...

Price: 27,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=167354P8

San NicolÃ² Cruise

This boat trip on Lake Garda is a leap into the past and traditions of the Lake Garda
region. Come on board the San Nicolò and provide you with an alternative half-day
Lake Garda cruise, combining relaxation, elegance, comfort and enchanting
landscapes. During the boat tour you will have the ...

Price: 38,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=167354P9

Fascinating Verona: in the Footprints of Romeo and Juliet

Discover Verona with your local guide. Follow the footprints left by Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet and be drawn in by this fascinating city.Learn about the romance,
drama and family feuds of Verona that led Shakespeare to choose the city as the
setting for Romeo and Juliet. Start your guided tour ...

Price: 46,16 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P112

Villa on Garda Lake Cooking Class with Lunch

Put on your apron and become a master chef for a day. Shop for ingredients, learn
the secrets of Roman cuisine and taste the recipes you have prepared along with
others in your cooking class. Enjoy some delicious local wine with your meal.Put on
your apron and become a master chef for a day. Shop ...

Price: 129,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P401
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Walking Tour in Verona with Wine Tasting

Feel the taste of the city with your insider. You will see and visit some of the most
famous places in Verona together with places that can be discovered only with a
local guide.Feel the taste of the city with your insider. You will see and visit some of
the most famous places in Verona together ...

Price: 56,42 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P52

Verona Rafting Tour on the River Adige

Verona in a completely different perspective: seen from the river, monuments and
houses reveal their secrets.Verona in a completely different perspective: seen from
the river, monuments and houses reveal their secrets.By paddling on the water you
will experience the rhythms of a bygone past and ...

Price: 71,69 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P53

Verona Traditional Home Cooking Experience 

Enter a typical house in central Verona and experience an authentic hands-on
cooking class with a passionate local chef. Enjoy dinner or lunch with a fine selection
of wine with your friends and family.Learn to prepare hand on pasta with famous
Italian Ragu` sauce and taste also home made bread ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P804

A day as Valpolicella winemaker

You will discover how for several generations the family has passed on the art of
making wine, a tradition of the people living here. Merge yourself in at the center of
the five valleys that make up this wonderful land where the wine was made and
traded from the time of the Etruscans. Here people ...

Price: 47,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P851
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Valpolicella wine experience at an exclusive estate

Merge yourself in a wine lover day visiting an exclusive estate in Valpolicella.
Discover winemaking traditions and curiosities before enjoying the toast with local
fine wine.Merge yourself in a wine lover day visiting an exclusive estate in
Valpolicella. Discover winemaking traditions and ...

Price: 53,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17024P918

Shore excursion from Verona to Venice

Your English-speaking driver will pick you up at your hotel in Verona and in about 1.5
hours you will arrive Venice Piazzale Roma where you will have the opportunity to
visit Venice.First stop to San Marco is the tourist heart of Venice with famous
monuments such as the Basilica of San Marco, the ...

Price: 594,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=171920P11

day Trip from Verona to Lake Garda

Your English-speaking driver will pick you up at your hotel in Verona and in about 30
minutes you will arrive to Valpolicella.First stop to Vogadori one of the best winery of
the area.The tasting of Valpolicella and Amarone della Valpolicella wines will make
you the flavors and aromas of this area, ...

Price: 504,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=171920P12

Water taxi to Isola del Garda with aperitif- Torri / Garda / Bardolino

Transfer by speedboat to admire the surrounding islands from the lake. Departure
from Torri, pick-up in Garda and Bardolino. Aperitif served on the boat during the
route.Transfer by speedboat to admire the surrounding islands from the lake.
Departure from Torri, pick-up in Garda and Bardolino. ...

Price: 37,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=172532P12
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

The Original FIAT 500 Tour of Verona

Starting from Bussolengo we will travel through the countryside that leads directly to
the center of Verona. The route will allow you to see all that the city has to offer.
From the heart of the city, famous for the Basilica of San Zeno, Castelvecchio, Porta
dei Borsari we will move to the hills ...

Price: 220,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=172532P13

Boat tour of the east coast with a stop in Sirmione - Peschiera

Half day boat excursion to discover the Garda beauties. Navigation to the following
points of interest: Jamaica Beach Sirmione, Caves of Catullus and Sirmione. Free
time in Sirmione and stop for a swim.Half day boat excursion to discover the Garda
beauties. Navigation to the following points of ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=172532P2

South lake boat tour with lunch on board - Peschiera

Daily boat excursion with lunch on board and stop in Simione. Navigation to the
following points of interest: Lazise Castle, Rocca Di Garda, Villa Canossa, Punta San
Vigilio, Isola del Garda, San Biagio Island, Baia Verde, Rocca di Manerba Natural
Park, Jamaica Beach Sirmione, Grotte di Catullo. ...

Price: 53,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=172532P4

Water taxi to Sirmione - Torri / Garda / Bardolino

Transfer to Sirmione by speedboat in the morning. Departure from Torri, pick-up in
Garda and Bardolino. Stop for 2 hours to visit Sirmione and return.Transfer to
Sirmione by speedboat in the morning. Departure from Torri, pick-up in Garda and
Bardolino. Stop for 2 hours to visit Sirmione and ...

Price: 37,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=172532P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Photo Shooting in Verona with love

Photo shooting with professional photographer in the city of Love !Photo shooting
with professional photographer in the city of Love !Our assistant will take you on a
walking tour through the streets of Verona and you will experience all the hidden
angles of the beautiful and romantic city of Romeo ...

Price: 510,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17356P22

Escape Room Witches of Salem

By participating in the Escape Room game, you can have fun, feel the adrenaline
rising, test your logic skills. You can choose "Thematic" rooms, such as a prison, an
office, a laboratory, a monastery, an asylum. And, once the simplest puzzles have
been solved, you will want to raise the bar. More ...

Price: 25,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=177384P1

Escape Room Getaway in the Far West

By participating in the Escape Room game, you can have fun, feel the adrenaline
rising, test your logic skills. You can choose "Thematic" rooms, such as a prison, an
office, a laboratory, a monastery, an asylum. And, once the simplest puzzles are
solved, you will want to raise the bar. More and ...

Price: 25,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=177384P3

Private Arrival Transfer from Verona Airport to Verona City

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer from Verona Airport. A professional driver
will meet you in the arrivals hall holding a plate with your name and take you directly
to a designated place in Verona.Don't go ...

Price: 23,81 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17972P798
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Departure Transfer from Verona City to Verona Airport

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer to Verona Airport. A professional driver will
meet you in the hotel lobby and take you directly to the terminal you departing
from.Don't go through all the hassle of ...

Price: 47,61 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17972P799

Private Round Trip Transfer between Verona City and Verona Airport

Don't go through all the hassle of waiting in a long taxi or shuttles queues and use
our private, door to door airport transfer to Verona Airport. A professional driver will
meet you in the arrivals hall (arrival transfer) or in the hotel lobby (departure transfer)
and take you directly to the ...

Price: 47,61 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=17972P800

Valerio Catullo Airport to Verona Center Private Transfer

?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageMPV?4pax 4luggageVAN : 8pax 8luggage?You will ...

Price: 51,79 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=182077P471

Private Transfer Verona Center to Valerio Catullo Airport VRN

?You will receive a confirmation email when booking?Child seats are available on
request. Please inform us at the time of booking.?24-hour emergency
response?English?Japanese?Chinese?WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat, Kakao Talk, Zalo,
ViberSEDAN?3pax 2luggageMPV?4pax 4luggageVAN : 8pax 8luggage?You will ...

Price: 51,79 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=182077P474
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Morning excursion in Verona

Every excursion in an art city should be with a guide.Just in this way, the
masterpieces you will see, will give life-lasting memories.The history of Verona is
unique, not by chance the Celts,the Romans, the Lombards, the Austrians and the
French, they all settled here.Every population felt in love ...

Price: 82,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=183172P1

Valpolicella - The wine paradise

The Valpolicella region is a unique territory for winemaking.Famous all over the world
for the production of Amarone wine, also other great wines here have a long history.
From the Romans to the Lombards, the latter ones loved so much the local wine that
they settled here the Capital of their ...

Price: 205,13 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=183172P2

Franciacorta - Elegance in the cellar

Franciacorta is an internationally recognized region among the best producers of
sparkling wine. The legends about this magical place are lost over the centuries.
They are made popular today by the industriousness and know-how typical of
northern Italy. Discover with us the beauties of these places ...

Price: 358,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=183172P4

Verona - Art & wine

This tour is divided in two parts.At firsr we will make an excursion around Verona, we
will admire the beauty of the city and you will be told the history of this little corner of
paradise. After the walk in the city we will leave, by car, towards Valpolicella where,
after having lunch in a ...

Price: 400,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=183172P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona - Instagram Tour

Unlike other classic tours, this excursion will allow travelers to stay longer in each
place. In this way, they will be able to enjoy the city without haste and will be able to
better admire the different panoramas that Verona offers. The selected places are
also the most photogenic of all and this ...

Price: 165,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=183172P6

Exclusive Photo Book in Verona

What remains of an experience forever, besides what we have in our hearts and in
our minds? The photos.So why not do them in the most beautiful way, relying on a
professional?I'm a photographer for many years and my skill has always been to
make people feel special in order to create shots for them ...

Price: 358,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190436P1

Transfer NCC Verona - Venice / Venice airport / Venice Cruise Terminal

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 240,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P1

Transfer NCC Verona - Malpensa airport (MPX)

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 390,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P11
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Transfer NCC Verona - Ortisei

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 390,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P12

Transfer NCC Verona - Canazei

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 390,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P13

Private Luxury Transfer from Verona to Mantova

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup at the desired point of ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P15

Private Transfer Peschiera to Bergamo Orio al Serio Airport

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired point ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P16
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Luxury transfer Verona - Monaco di Baviera

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 825,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P17

Transfer NCC Verona - Florence

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 500,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P2

Transfer NCC Verona - Bergamo Orio al Serio airport

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 260,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P3

Transfer NCC Verona - Bolzano

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 320,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Transfer NCC Verona - Rome

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 940,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P5

Transfer NCC Verona - Madonna di Campiglio

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup point at the desired ...

Price: 300,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P8

Transfer NCC Verona - Riva del Garda

Exclusive transfer in first class with Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air
conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles includedExclusive transfer in first class with
Luxury Mercedes Minivanwith leather seats, air conditioned, wifi. Fresh water bottles
includedPickup at the desired ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=190462P9

Valpolicella e-bike Harvest

we will depart from the center of Verona from our shop at 10 am and head towards
the Valpolicella hills more precisely towards Negrar.we will walk along the bike path
up to the Chievo dam and after a short stretch of promiscuous road to the cars we
will proceed towards the vine fields that in this ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=191145P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Guided tour â€œLove stories of Veronaâ€•

An exclusive tour for all the romantics of the world! Together with the professional
local guide, you will visit the most romantic places in the city. Verona is a city of
lovers, with stories laying in its streets and Romeo and Juliet?s tragic love story
reflection in every corner. You will feel ...

Price: 399,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=196752P40

Cooking at Chef's home

I am a professional cook with 15 years of experience. My passion for cooking and
travel led me to work in luxury hotels in St. Moritz, Venice, Costa Smeralda and
Barcelona. I chose to put my passion at the disposal of curious travelers who want to
taste Italian cuisine and learn some tricks ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=199374P1

The best of Verona Walking Tour

Perfect for the first time visitors! You will see impressive monuments, courtyards,
beautiful buildings, hidden spots and romantic streets of Verona. Wander through
Gavi arch, the Renaissance buildings, Roman Borsari Gate, ancient Roman Road,
Erbe Square, the church of Santa Anastasia, river Adige, ...

Price: 256,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=201139P21

Magic Christmas tour in Verona

The exclusive tour only in the Christmas period! This special time brings magic in
Verona. Together with the professional local guide, you will visit the most beautifully
decorated places in Verona. You will feel spellbound with the charming atmosphere,
which you can feel only this time of the ...

Price: 599,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=201139P35
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Colors, Flavors, History and Art of Autumn in Verona

An unusual walk through alleys, squares, courtyards and along the Adige to discover
the most hidden places of the city, lingering in places frequented by the inhabitants to
taste the typical foods of the city and of autumn accompanied by an authorized local
guide.An unusual walk through alleys, ...

Price: 77,93 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=204253P1

Exclusive Tour "let us Drive .. Be Cuddling"

A unique and unforgettable experience thanks to the availability and professionalism
of our authorized and professionally trained guides who will be able to capture your
expectations and lead you on a pleasant walk through alleys, courtyards, squares
and monuments.A unique and unforgettable ...

Price: 358,98 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=204253P2

Amarone and chocolate

Wine tasting with chocolate.A unique and refined experience.An explosion of taste
and pleasant sensations.To finish the tasting you can also taste our Amarone
Grappa.Wine tasting with chocolate.A unique and refined experience.An explosion of
taste and pleasant sensations.To finish the tasting you ...

Price: 57,15 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=205761P1

Amarone Wine Tour

Company tour with visit to the winery and wine tasting accompanied by local cheeses
and meats.4 Wines for tasting:Valpolicella DOCValpolicella Superiore DOCAmarone
della Valpolicella DOCGRed Devil IGTCompany tour with visit to the winery and wine
tasting accompanied by local cheeses and meats.4 ...

Price: 46,76 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=205761P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private tour of the best of Verona - Sightseeing, Food & Culture with a local

Verona is romantic, historic, and gorgeous. The canals, the gondolas, the
architecture, the food and narrow alleys everything is meant for you to fall in love with
this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for
you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P172

A day in the life of Verona - Private tour with a local

Verona is romantic, historic, and gorgeous. The canals, the gondolas, the
architecture, the food and narrow alleys everything is meant for you to fall in love with
this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for
you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P173

The romantic side of Verona (Fall in love again) - Private tour with a local

If you?re the kind of person who likes unique ways to show your partner just how
much you love them, then take them for a romantic walk around Verona on this
private tour. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience
for you, you will visit popular and hidden places that are ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P174

Touristic highlights of Verona on a Private full day tour with a local

Verona is romantic, historic, and gorgeous. The canals, the gondolas, the
architecture, the food and narrow alleys everything is meant for you to fall in love with
this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for
you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P175
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Touristic highlights of Verona on a Private half day tour with a local

Verona is romantic, historic, and gorgeous. The canals, the gondolas, the
architecture, the food and narrow alleys everything is meant for you to fall in love with
this city. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for
you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P176

Passionate Verona - a private tour with a local

Live Romeo and Juliet's real story, discover the background of the tale and the
places where it all happened, experience passion in intriguing Verona! Our fun and
entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for you filled with
sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout places and ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P178

Fascinating Verona - a private tour with a local

Discover evocative streets, glamorous places, fascinating courtyards... live the city!
We promise you ever-lasting memories! Our fun and entertaining guide will make this
a memorable experience for you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular hangout
places and trying the local food & drinks. ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P179

Cruel & Mysterious - a private tour of Verona with a local

Learn about the bloodiest events that occurred in Verona, about horrible secrets
hidden in this ancient city. Experience the ages of darkness and fear, see a different
Verona. Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a memorable experience for
you filled with sightseeing, visitng local popular ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P180
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Tour of Verona in the Moonlight with a local

Walk through fascinating alleys and mysterious corners which mesmerized painters,
poets and hopeless dreamers have got in love with. Captivating, intriguing places,
glittered by the sparkling moon...Our fun and entertaining guide will make this a
memorable experience for you filled with ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=207305P181

Tour at Maria Callas Wedding Chapel

This is a guided tour in the city of Verona, with stops at the Church and the Wedding
Chapel where Maria Callas got married in 1949 to enterpreneur Giovanni Battista
Meneghini. At the end of the tour, you will enjoy a great moment of classical live
music with "I Musici di San Fermo Minore." This ...

Price: 12,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=21190P1

Truffle hunting and lunch experience in a restaurant

are you ready for a fantastic adventure in the woods?in our company and of nice
perfectly trained dogs,we will learn to recognize plant species, the life cycle of
truffles,we will witness their search with experienced dogs and we could see and
smell this fantastic and mysterious world together. We ...

Price: 124,68 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=220346P1

Private Day Trip from Rome to Amalfi Coast and Ruins of Pompeii on your own

Enjoy a day traveling up the Amalfi coast and viewing the ruins of Pompeii. You'll
have a professional, English-speaking driver for your journey,this is a private tour
with a visit to Pompeii on your own,if you want a tour guided at the ruins please go to
the  Viator product code 22775P2. Please ...

Price: 433,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=22775P32
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Wine and Olive oil tours

Wine and olive oil experiences.A fabulous journey with detailed description of the
Valpolicella wines and taste 3 types of Valpolicella wines with snacks. Then a visit to
an olive oil factory in the Verona hillside (?Toscana del Nord???Tuscany of the
North?) including a stroll through the olive ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=228778P1

Four Seasons Wine Tasting

The Four Seasons Wine Tasting will give You the possibility to taste Valpolicella and
Lugana Wines and to discover Villa San Pietro Winery philosophy.The Four Seasons
Wine Tasting will give You the possibility to taste Valpolicella and Lugana Wines and
to discover Villa San Pietro Winery ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=235406P1

Aperitif on the Terrace

The "Aperitif on the Terrace" will give You the possibility to taste Villa San Pietro
Winerys' Wines and philosophy. The "Aperitif on the Terrace" will give You the
possibility to taste Villa San Pietro Winerys' Wines and philosophy. The Aperitif on
the Terrace formula is giving You the opportunity ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=235406P2

Amarone Wine Tasting from Verona

If you feel at home you will enjoy the wine and location of Gamba Winery at its best.
That is why we the owners of the winery will do the tour together with your group, so
that you can relax in our place and enjoy the great wines of Valpolicella.*1 Hour
Guided Tour*Tasting of 3 Wines*Snacks along ...

Price: 115,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=237722P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Valpolicella Tour with Amarone Wine Tasting

This is the best choice that combines the tasting of the great Valpolicella Wines with
a visit to the visit to the Valpolicella Valley with breathtaking view If you feel at home
you will enjoy the wine and location of Gamba Winery at its best. That is why we the
owners of the winery will do the ...

Price: 149,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=237722P6

Wine Class Online and Visit to our Valpolicella Winery

When you cannot travel the best way is the flavor things that you will experience
better later. So a member of our family (Carlo, Stella, Maria, Martino...) will help you
to experience a wine tasting class online, as per the wine that you have available at
home. After that experience you will enjoy ...

Price: 22,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=237722P7

Withlocals Highlights & Hidden Gems: Best of Verona Private Tour

Beautiful architecture, historic piazzas, and literary inspiration; Verona is a magical
place! On this private tour, get ready to discover the best highlights the city has to
offer, as well as its unique hidden gems with your favorite local.Get ready to
experience Verona the local way. Enjoy the ...

Price: 102,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1048

Withlocals The 10 Tastings: Verona Private Food Tour

Ready to taste the best food in Verona? Satisfy your cravings for local food and
culture with highlights along the way, together with a foodie host. Enjoy 10 delicious
tastings that range from risino, Baccala, and Spritz on a tasty food tour in Verona.Fall
in love with the flavorful Italian cuisine ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1050
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Day Trip to Valpolicella with a Local (2 wineries included)

Hop on your local host's car and enjoy the views along the way. You'll be surrounded
by green hills and vineyards, and a beautiful blue sky throughout your journey. To
kickstart your Valpolicella experience, there's no better way to do so than with some
wine. Visit a winery, right in the heart of ...

Price: 180,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1087

Private Julietâ€™s House Skip the Line & Verona Highlights Tour

Beautiful architecture, historic piazzas, and romantic inspiration; Verona is a magical
place! On this private tour, get ready to discover the best highlights the city has to
offer, as well as its unique hidden gems with your favorite local. The best part? A skip
the line ticket to visit Juliet?s ...

Price: 141,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1088

The Flavors of Verona: Private Wine & Bites Tour with a Local

Get ready for a unique Verona experience and taste the best wines in town. Discover
the city one drink at a time and sample all the locals? favorite wines paired with
delicious Veronese bites. Soak up the aperitivo atmosphere while relaxing
underneath medieval walkways and old porches. Together ...

Price: 76,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1089

Private Verona Arena Skip the Line & Cultural Gems Tour

Beautiful architecture, Shakespeare?s influence, and one of the world?s ancient
treasures; Verona is a magical place! On this private tour, get ready to discover the
best highlights the city has to offer, as well as its unique hidden gems with your
favorite local. The best part? A skip the line ...

Price: 148,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1090
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Valpolicella Half-Day Tour: San Giorgio & Wine Tasting with a Local

When in Verona, a trip to Valpolicella is a must! This wine region offers incredible
views, a quaint atmosphere, nature all around, and of course, wine. So, if you're
looking for a city break, join your favorite local on a day trip to the wine region of
Valpolicella for an unforgettable ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1091

Private Lake Garda Day Trip: Villages, Wine & Roman Ruins

Lake Garda and its cultural gems are waiting, and on this private day trip, it's time to
explore the south and west side where villages, wine regions, and nature melt
together! Join your favorite local on a scenic road trip full of beautiful sights and
discover why Lake Garda is a must-visit ...

Price: 233,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1092

The Wonders of East Lake Garda: Private Half Day Tour with a Local

Lake Garda and its picturesque views are waiting, and on this private half-day day
trip, it's time to explore the east side where villages, wine regions, and nature are the
best! Join your favorite local on a scenic road trip full of beautiful sights and discover
why Lake Garda is a must-visit ...

Price: 141,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1093

The Other Side of Verona Private Tour with Panoramic View

If you're looking for a truly local experience in Verona, this is the tour for you. And
what a better way to do so than by taking the off the beaten path alongside your
favorite local. In the end, the locals know best, and they know their city like the back
of their hand. So, what are you waiting ...

Price: 43,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P1252
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Like-a-Local Tour of Rome

Please be aware that this tour is adapted to the local regulations post Covid-19. Our
hosts will deliver this experience with the required equipment always keeping the
distance suggested by local authorities. It will be safe and entertaining!Get to know
the real Rome off the beaten track during ...

Price: 52,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=24380P65

Wedding photos

Wedding Photos | Verona - TrentoWedding photos: the most classic of ways to
impress the emotions of an unforgettable day.We will not just photograph your
wedding but we will be involved, putting the same determination and energy that you
put in organizing the most beautiful day of your life.Each ...

Price: 1.200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=245542P1

Wedding video

Wedding Video | Verona - TrentoIf you want an even more realistic and dynamic
memory of your wedding, which captures every movement of such an important day,
the wedding video, is definitely what you are looking for.We will tell you all the
nuances of your wedding, concentrating your emotions in a ...

Price: 1.200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=245542P2

Couple Photos | Love story

What better way to tell a story, if not through images? That's why the Photo service is
the basis of the Love Stories we want to tell.You will be accompanied, discreetly, to
capture your complicity in the most genuine and natural way. And you? All you have
to do is be yourself, immersing yourself ...

Price: 300,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=245542P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Video of Couple | Love story

If you are a dynamic couple who are always looking for something more, which is not
satisfied, the video service is for you: what other way to memorize your steps in the
world, if not by filming them?You can count on the presence of one or two expert
videomakers who will follow you to resume your ...

Price: 400,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=245542P4

Couple Photos and Videos | Love story

What better way to tell a story, if not through images and a video?You will be
accompanied, discreetly, to capture your complicity in the most genuine and natural
way. And you? All you have to do is be yourself, immersing yourself in the location
you choose. You will only think about living in the ...

Price: 450,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=245542P5

Verona Walks

Departing from Piazza Bra, you will embark on a delightful stroll through Verona?s
charming streets and squares, with several stops along the way to admire some of its
most important landmarks. These include the majestic 1-century Roman
amphitheater, the buzzing Piazza delle Erbe lined with elegant ...

Price: 119,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=247562P247

Verona Food Tour

The city of love is also a gourmet destination featuring exquisite delicacies and great
wines. Escorted by an expert local guide, you will hit the streets of Verona in search
for the best dishes of the local culinary tradition. You will visit family-run shops, cozy
cafés and markets tasting typical ...

Price: 268,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=247562P249
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Tour to Valpolicella with Wine Tasting from Verona

A private chauffeur will pick you up from your hotel and take you on a scenic drive
through beautiful country roads to reach Valpolicella, a stunning hilly region just a
few kilometers north of Verona that produces some of Italy?s finest red wines,
especially the hearty Amarone. You will visit a ...

Price: 297,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=247562P250

Private Tour of the Eastern Shore of Lake Garda from Verona

A private car will pick you up from your hotel in Verona and after a short drive you will
reach the eastern shores of Lake Garda, Italy?s largest basin of water. This side of
the lake stretches from Peschiera del Garda to Malcesine, the northernmost
municipality, and is often nicknamed the Olive ...

Price: 308,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=247562P252

Valpolicella & Lake Garda Tour - From Verona

A private chauffeur will pick you up from your hotel and take you on a scenic drive
through beautiful country roads to reach Valpolicella, a stunning hilly region just a
few kilometers north of Verona that produces some of Italy?s finest red wines,
especially the hearty Amarone. Here you will visit ...

Price: 535,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=247562P253

Ð’Ð¿ÐµÑ€Ð²Ñ‹Ðµ Ð² Ð’ÐµÑ€Ð¾Ð½Ðµ

If you first time in Verona and have a lack of time this tour perfectly suits for you to
see and to feel this beautiful city If you first time in Verona and have a lack of time
this tour perfectly suits for you to see and to feel this beautiful city ItineraryThis is a
typical itinerary for this ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=253375P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Guided visit to the Museum of Typography

It is a tour of one of the few craft printing workshops left in Italy, the only one that can
be visited today in Verona.A place to savor the tradition and culture of the past, now
increasingly difficult to find. With your visit you will help to preserve and share the
cultural heritage of the ...

Price: 8,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=257142P1

Transfer from Verona airport

customizable transport services with professional drivers at excellent prices. We rent
with driver: car, minibus, buscustomizable transport services with professional drivers
at excellent prices. We rent with driver: car, minibus, busexcellent private transport
service from 1 to 56 passengers with ...

Price: 20,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=260010P1

The car rental service with driver

Rental services offered by our drivers:Discretion, presence, friendliness and
availability.Information to recommend alternative routes and assistance in case of
unexpected events.knowledge of foreign languages.Characteristics and typology of
our vehicles:We operate with Mercedes representative cars ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=260303P2

"In Fair Verona", guided tour with local licensed tourist guide

Tour designed for you who want to make the most of their time in visiting Verona.
You will simply have to follow your local licensed and experienced guide at the
discovery of the most significant places and charming hidden corners that the town
centre offers. Meanwhile you will learn the history ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=260408P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Arena di Verona: monolingual guided tour for Veronacard owners. 

Short but appealing guided visit designed to uncover all the secrets of the most
exclusive Veronese monument and also to provide history enthusiasts with the
chance to deeply experience the Roman age in the most spectular of the buildings
raised in those days which in Verona is still rather well ...

Price: 14,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=260408P3

Verona's Great Beauty. Private tour with locally licensed Tourist Guide

Tailor-made experience targeting all those people who want to make the most of
their time in the city and therefore prefer to be guided by a local professional whose
preparation, experience and passion can definitely guarantee the highest
achievement. Tailor-made experience targeting all those ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=260408P4

The Arena di Verona at the gladiators' time

Short but appealing guided visit designed to uncover all the secrets of the most
exclusive Veronese monument and also to provide history enthusiasts with the
chance to deeply experience the Roman age in the most spectular of the buildings
raised in those days which in Verona is still rather well ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=260408P5

3 Days-3 Activities. 

Flexibility: it is possible to combine three activities according to your
wishes.Accomodation close to famous Villa dei Cedri thermal park.Flexibility: it is
possible to combine three activities according to your wishes.Accomodation close to
famous Villa dei Cedri thermal park.ItinerarySpend three ...

Price: 390,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=261194P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

"Classic" Wine Tasting

Giovanna Tantini Estate is pleased to welcome wine lovers and all the people who
believe, like us, that the direct knowledge of a product as the wine, in its different
stages of production, from the vineyards to the wine-making to the aging, is essential
to be able to understand the value of what ...

Price: 270,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=263439P1

Italian cooking lessons

During this experience you will learn to cook a complete Italian culinary tradition
menù, our proposal is traditional and in a family context, mom and son will
accompany you with sympathy in a magical Italian home cooking experience.All this
in the context of the B&B Villa dei pini, a 1920s villa ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=263887P1

Lessinia Tour, hiking and with cheese tasting.

Lessinia offers a unique environment and an amazing landscape. This experience is
totally custom-fitted and can be customized according to your expectations. We can
make it longer or shorter, depending on what you feel inclined to. The entire range of
tours that we offer are private and we are ...

Price: 280,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=266588P1

Private S. Anna di Alfaedo and Prehistoric Museum Walking Tour

A walk deep into nature is what you need to get yourself a relaxing experience out of
the beaten routes and touristy places around the city. We will take our time to visit
the cozy and interesting prehistoric museum. The museum hosts some of the most
important fossils never found here in Lessinia. ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=266588P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Full-Day Hiking Adventure into Ancient Holy Art in Lessinia

Away from the city and the beaten routes. This is a unique chance for discovering the
rural and holy ancient art in Lessinia.This is a not-to-be-missed outdoor experience
and it is set to satisfy the hiker's needs of nature, culture, movement, and curiosity.
Instead of a simple hike along a marked ...

Price: 63,75 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=266588P5

 Private Walking Tour of Verona

The ancient walls around the old city had first appeared during the Middle Age, and
year after year have been modified by the many governors that succeeded during the
centuries. The hills that end just before outside the center are called Torricielle and
now days are covered with woods, dry ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=266588P7

Visit to Tenuta La CÃ  with Wine Tasting

Each guest of our estate is special, so we want to convey you how we make our
wines starting from the land, from the vineyard!Together we will walk in our vineyards
enjoying the wonderful view that we also have from our rows, which are all around
our estate.An hour and a half chatting together, to ...

Price: 19,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=270608P1

Valpolicella Bike Tour from Verona

A bike tour to explore the Valpolicella, land of Amarone, at a "slow pace" and breathe
the scents of the countryside surrounding Verona. Guided by a professional
sommelier, we will cycle through country roads and vineyards to a family-run winery.
Here we will visit the vineyard, the production ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=273546P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Amarone 2005 Wine Experience

The Amarone 2005 tasting is an interesting experience because it allows you to taste
an old vintage of Amarone to compare with the current sales vintage. In addition to
the amarone you will wine Sin Cero a wine without added sulphites, our valpolicella
classico (Iperico), our valpolicella classico ...

Price: 30,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=277189P1

Private Photo Shoot Session in Lake Garda

I will be your photographer anywhere on Lake Garda. All of us taking tons of pictures
by our phone - but there is a huge difference if those pictures are taken by a Pro
photographer. So, booking a photo walk with me - you will enjoy Lake Garda with
your beloved, family or your dog! As a ...

Price: 350,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=277962P1

Private Italian Cooking Class

We are Davide and Francesca and we live in Verona, we want to share our house
and our hand-made pasta to know you and your culture!We love to have friends all
around and share our experiences, ideas and projects for the future with them.We
want you to experience the warm and friendly atmosphere of ...

Price: 40,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=281147P1

City Tour of Verona

Discover the beautiful town of Verona, the famous setting of Shakespeare?s
?Romeo and Juliet?. Fall in love of the ancient Roman Arena and explore the
medieval city that has become the synonym for romance.Discover the beautiful town
of Verona, the famous setting of Shakespeare?s ?Romeo and Juliet?. ...

Price: 29,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=2872P87
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Bike Pack - From Peschiera del Garda to Borghetto di Valeggio

This Bike Pack will give you everything you need. Bike, map, assistance kit, and
warranty. The Bike Pack we offer is the perfect way to discover one of the most
beautiful bike paths in the lower lake by yourself. From Peschiera del Garda to
Borghetto.This Bike Pack will give you everything you ...

Price: 28,27 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=29282P26

Lake Garda 4-Hour guided Boat Cruise to Isola del Garda and visit SalÃ²

Cruise with tour guide (english + german) across the sparkling waters of Lake Garda
in the Italian Lakes on a 4-hour boat trip from Bardolino, Garda and Torri del Benaco.
Sail and dock to the historical town of Salò and marvel at the lovely landscapes and
waterfront villages along the way. Visit ...

Price: 35,90 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=29282P33

From Verona: Full-day Dolomites Mountains trip

You should do this tour, because the Dolomites are the most famous Mountains in all
Europe and recognize as UNESCO world heritage. Enjoy with our tour guide this
experience into the Val di Fiemme valley, Sass Pordoi, Moena, Cavalese, Ortisei and
Canazei. Breathtaking point of view and unforgettable ...

Price: 133,34 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=29282P35

Arena di Verona Opera Ticket Package

Absolutely a must for Opera lovers, the Arena di Verona Ticket package will give you
a complete oppurtunity to partecipate at the Opera evening performance, discover
Verona city, enjoy Piazza Bra and use the public transport as wished. Included also a
tour of Verona with official City Guide (1 ...

Price: 56,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=29282P37
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

From Verona: Venice full-day tour! Bus + Boat + Guide 

We are talking about Venice, considered one of the most beautiful and unique city in
the world. It is part of Unesco World Heritage site. Visiting Venice is something to do
absolutely at least once in your life.We are talking about Venice, considered one of
the most beautiful and unique city in the ...

Price: 117,95 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=29282P38

Discover Verona with Guide - Highlights walking tour

Directly from the center of Verona, Piazza delle Erbe, met up with your
knowledgeable local guide and explore the streets of Verona's historical center. Visit
Piazza Erbe, Piazza Dante, Romeo and Juliet's houses, learn about Shakespeare,
the romans, the Arena di Verona, Via Mazzini and much ...

Price: 25,65 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=29282P39

Walk Through Verona - Guided Tour

A guided tour to discover the hidden treasures of Verona, the beautiful city of art
surrounded by traces of its ancient history which maintains a suggestive atmosphere
made of alleys, squares and typical food.The 1.30 hours walking sightseeing tour
includes the most wonderful places and views of ...

Price: 48,08 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=30642P1

Amarone Wine Tasting

Two hours wine tasting tour of a family owned cellar in the heart of the Valpolicella
wine region. You will be given a stimulating introduction to the world of wine via an
exclusive tour.  See the  cellar, then follow in the footsteps of Bacchus and sample 4
different wines of the area (including ...

Price: 33,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=30642P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Cooking Experience Lake Garda Basic Course

Let us accompany you to the discovery of gastronomic emotions We will lead you in
paths carefully studied to meet your tastes and your needs in an enchanting location
and astonishing lake view .Let us accompany you to the discovery of gastronomic
emotions We will lead you in paths carefully studied ...

Price: 134,25 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=30642P8

Lake Garda Cooking Experience

Let us accompany you to the discovery of gastronomic emotions We will lead you in
paths carefully studied to meet your tastes and your needs in an enchanting location
and astonishing lake view .Let us accompany you to the discovery of gastronomic
emotions We will lead you in paths carefully studied ...

Price: 128,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=30642P9

Passionate Verona: Living Romeo and Juliet's Story

In this breath-taking 1-hour tour you'll first see some of the locations of the movie
?Letters to Juliet?! Then we'll discover what was life in Verona back at the turning of
the 14th century, in Romeo and Juliet's time. We'll walk through characteristic roads
which were at the background of the ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=38995P1

Dark Historical Verona Walking Tour

Experience this walking tour and learn about the darkest parts of Verona history. You
will live some of the most cruel fights held in the Arena, you'll pass the old Jewish
Ghetto and you'll hear about the cruel destiny of some of the people who lived there.
Then, in Piazza Erbe, we'll undergo the ...

Price: 55,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=38995P2
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Make your Romantic Proposal in the City of Love

For hopeless romantics, magic moment lovers and whoever wishes to declare
his/her true love to the Beloved one, Verona, the City of love, is the right choice. Give
your Sweetheart a unique experience, show your Darling all your tenderness and
fondness by living incomparable moments together: come ...

Price: 230,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=38995P3

Verona Moonlight Walking Tour

Starting at 8.30 pm from Piazza Erbe, this tour will bring you through fascinating
alleys and mysterious corners capable of mesmerizing painters, poets and hopeless
dreamers. Captivating, intriguing places, glittered by the sparkling moon.Starting at
8.30 pm from Piazza Erbe, this tour will bring ...

Price: 52,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=38995P6

Valpolicella and Amarone wine tasting experience from Verona

A wine tasting of some of the amazing wines produced in Valpolicella such as
Valpolicella Classico, Valpolicella Classico Ripasso and the majestic Amarone. You'll
be able to visit the vineyard and the cellar of a beautiful winery, to learn the different
wine production techniques and taste superb ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P14

Verona Arena Skip-the-Line Private Guided Tour

Exprience the magical atmosphere of the Arena of Verona, the stunning Roman
amphitheatre which still serves as one of the world's great opera venues.Look behind
the façade of the pink marble monument that dominates Piazza Brà and isten to its
fascinating history, the legends and mysteries ...

Price: 107,69 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P153
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Prosecco and Amarone Wine tasting in Verona at Tenute Salvaterra

A wine tasting of five amazing wines produced in Valpolicella and Veneto such as
Amarone and Prosecco. You'll walk in the vineyards of the beautiful Villa Giona, one
of the most prestigious historic mansions of the sixteenth century in Valpolicella.
You'll visit its park and the wine cellar. A ...

Price: 49,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P18

Amarone wine tasting in Verona at Cantine Tommasi

You can take a wonderful tour of the main phases of Amarone and wine-making at
Cantine Tommasi where you'll see the historical winery and the new winery with the
Magnifica barrel: the largest barrel in the world! It is majestic and you are entranced
by its impressive size and magic. The experience ...

Price: 49,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P19

Amarone Wine tasting in Verona at Tenute Salvaterra

Discover the typical wines for the famous Valpolicella region and taste five of them!
You'll have the chance to enjoy the Amarone and Prosecco and to visit the beautiful
villa Giona. You'll walk in its vineyards and learn how the Italian wines are
produced! A tasting of the best selection of wines ...

Price: 135,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P2

Verona in Love tour for small groups

Explore the main locations of the movie ?Letters to Juliet?, such as the famous
Juliet?s Club, where volunteers reply to the thousands of letters sent to Juliet. Walk
through the picturesque streets to discover the background of the famous love story
and to find out how people lived at Romeo and ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P246
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Charming Verona tour for small groups

Through this amazing tour you'll see the 2,000-year-old amphitheatre called Arena,
built before the Colosseum in Rome and still used for operas, concerts and other
shows. Walk through the evocative streets of Verona, passing the Jewish Ghetto, to
reach Herbs Square (Piazza Erbe) with its lively ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P247

Verona like a local: tour and wine tasting in an Osteria

Walk though the magic city of Verona and visit some of its most famous places as
well as some sites that can only be discovered with a local guide. Stop in an ancient
typical osteria (wine bar) to enjoy an excellent wine tasting!Walk though the magic
city of Verona and visit some of its most famous ...

Price: 82,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P248

Verona Noir: a Mystery Walking Tour

What happened in the Arena on the Ides of March of year 54 AD? Why were 176
people - including children - burnt alive on February, 13th, 1278?What happened to
the Jewish family who lived next to the Synagogue during WW II?Whose corpses
were those found in the Tribunal Courtyard?Join this walking ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P249

Verona in the Moonlight Walking Tour

This tour starts in the beautiful Piazza Erbe. Here you can already admire the
stunning 17th century Palazzo Maffei and the breath-taking frescoes of Casa
Mazzanti, that cast their spell at night.You'll then continue through secret corners and
intriguing alleys to get to the Lovers' Well, with its ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P250
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

All-Day Private Tour of the Picturesque Verona

Do you want to deepen your knowledge of the beautiful town of Verona? On this long
walking tour discover its most famous monuments as well as its hidden gems and
little churches.Do you want to deepen your knowledge of the beautiful town of
Verona? On this long walking tour discover its most famous ...

Price: 510,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P268

Verona Amarone Wine Tasting

Enjoy a wine tasting session of some of the amazing wines produced in Valpolicella
such as Valpolicella, Ripasso and the majestic Amarone! You'll be able to visit the
vineyard and the cellar of a beautiful winery.Enjoy a wine tasting session of some of
the amazing wines produced in Valpolicella ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P269

Mysterious Verona - The town and its myths

Discover an explore Verona downtown and the most ancient and historic parts of the
city by a more enigmatic, unsual and mysterious perspective. A particular tour to visit
the beautiful Verona and get to know stories that only a few people know!Discover an
explore Verona downtown and the most ...

Price: 255,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P40

Dante Alighieri and his Time in Verona: Walking Tour

Take part in this particular tour of Verona, designed from the perspective of the
famous poet Dante Alighieri. An unmissable cultural walk if you're keen about history
and especially Italian and international literature!Take part in this particular tour of
Verona, designed from the perspective of ...

Price: 255,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P41
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Romeo and Juliet Walking Tour of Verona

Enjoy a classic, romantic walking tour of Verona to explore the places that inspired
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet novel. You will see Juliet's house, Piazza dei
Signori, Piazza Erbe, the Scaliger Tombs, Piazza Bra and other beautiful attractions
in theEnjoy a classic, romantic walking tour of ...

Price: 249,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P42

Verona Wine Tasting and Winemaking Tour

Enjoy the very unique chance of making a wine of your own (label and cork included)
in a real wine cellar. Choose the blend you prefer from barriques of locally harvested
grapes! You'll also have the opportunity to taste 4 different wines.Enjoy the very
unique chance of making a wine of your own ...

Price: 160,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P6

2.5-hour Villa AmistÃ  Contemporary Art Tour and Wine tasting from Verona

A guided tour of the Contemporary Art collection in the Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà
with round trip transfer included. The managers will take you on a walk among the
works of art by some of the most important artists in the world. After the tour a wine
tasting session in a wonderful 15th century ...

Price: 151,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P7

Private Pasta Making Cooking Class in Verona

The tour starts with a transfer from Verona city center to the countryside (Torbe,
Negrar), where you will take part in a very Italian cooking class inside a typical
trattoria. You'll learn the technique to make the authentic homemade pasta (pasta
fresca) and discover the secrets of the italian ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Amarone wine tasting experience at Cantine Tommasi from Verona

Enjoy a wonderful round trip from Verona to visit Cantine Tommasi and see the main
phases of winemaking (Amarone included). You'll see the historical winery and the
Magnifica barrel: the biggest barrel in the world! You'll taste Amarone and other 3
wines.Enjoy a wonderful round trip from Verona to ...

Price: 139,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=39613P9

Personal Photographer in Verona

Private photo shooting tour with a personal photographer in Verona.Private photo
shooting tour with a personal photographer in Verona.After booking the package we
will contact you to discuss the meeting point and  the exact time of the start.  The
tour includes 120 minutes  work of professional ...

Price: 571,43 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=42654P7

Verona Food Tour - Do Eat Better Experience

The Do Eat Better Experience food tour is a walking tour around the historical center
of Verona. The tourist is guided by a "Foodie", a local "buddy" able to explain every
detail of the selected restaurants, their preparations, and the relevant
history/curiosities. Do Eat Better Experience tours ...

Price: 75,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=51159P14

Verona Private City Tour including Arena and Funicular for Kids and Families

Visit the city of Romeo and Juliet with a kids-specialized guide on this private 3 hour
tour for  families. She will use ipad and other visual tools to make history come alive.
You will see the Arena inside, Piazza Bra, Piazza delle Erbe, Porta Borsari, the
Cathedral, Castelvecchio, Juliet's ...

Price: 159,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=51738P43
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

A Charming Verona Small Group City Tour with a Local Guide

As the setting of two of William Shakespeare?s plays, the tragedy of Romeo and
Juliet and one of his first plays The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Verona is known
across the world as the city of love. Verona is home to the famous house of Juliet
and her widely recognized balcony that today acts as one ...

Price: 49,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=53750P36

Verona Segway Tour

Experience the perfect overview of Verona by Segway on a tour that?s far easier
than walking and more unique and private than a coach tour. This amazing
sightseeing experience is the best way to admire all the beautiful sights of Verona,
including Castelvecchio, the Basilica of St Anastasia and ...

Price: 110,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=5620VERONASEGWAY

E-bike Verona Highlights and Panorama tour

You will go on a unique itinerary by e-bikes that reveals Verona highlights and hidden
corners at their best, accompanied by knowledgeable and welcoming local
guides.You will blend yourself in the knot of lanes of the historical centre but also
have the chance to admire the city from a breathtaking ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=5829P3

Half day Valpolicella quad tour

Perfect excursion to discover our territories and drive our vehicles through woods,
ancient mule tracks, vineyards and hills of the Valpolicella, then cross the slopes and
trails of Val d'Adige, including beautiful landscapes and ancient villages.At the end of
 tour we have a lunch with pasta, wood ...

Price: 170,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=63449P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Vacation Photographer in Verona

Localgrapher is the largest network of professional photographers and videographers
with more than 600 destinations around the globe! Book your private photographer
and guide in Verona to capture your picture-perfect moments while visiting amazing
sites!SOLO TRAVELERSFancy an insta-perfect ...

Price: 227,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=63511P567

Private Photo Session with a Local Photographer in Verona

Want to capture your amazing honeymoon? Family vacation while the kids are still
little? Your perfect couples retreat from everyday busy life? A solo trip without asking
strangers to take pictures of you? Stop searching, we got you here!We are the
largest network of local vacation photographers in ...

Price: 227,54 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=63511P618

Ferrari Pagani and Lamborghini Tour from Verona

Experience Italy's ?Land of Motors? and see some of the world?s finest super cars
and race cars. Join this 7-hour tour to the Ferrari Museum in Maranello, the
Lamborghini Museum in the town of Sant?Agata on the Via Emilia and the brand new
Pagani museum and factory! The tours includes high ...

Price: 374,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6372P20

Italian Food and Museo Ferrari Small-Group Tour from Verona Including Lunch

Combine culinary and cars with this action-packed day-long tour of Italy's Bologna
region. Depart Verona by high speed train and reach Bologna in only 50 minutes.
Your guide and driver will pick you up upon arrival. Ride via minivan from the center
of Bologna to the production centers of some of ...

Price: 203,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6372P9
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Amarone wine E-bike tour in Valpolicella

The tour starts from the city center and heads to the countryside. There, vineyards
and sweet creeks will lead you to the wine producer. You will cycle through the
sumptuous countryside of an area where stands a medieval Castle. Riding on an
enjoyable cycling path, surrounded by gentle streams on ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476AMARONE

Verona City Center Bike Tour 

Join Verona Bike Tour and follow the local guide around main squares and ancient
monuments in an easy three-hours ride, to have a great overview of the city in short
time. Jump on one of our bikes, fasten your helmet, listen to the passionate story
your guide will tell you. Are you ready? Start ...

Price: 29,25 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476BIKE

 Semi-private Italian Risotto and Pasta Making Class

Discover the secrets of Italian cooking with this unique experience in a cozy cooking
school in the city center of Verona. Put your hands in the flour to prepare homemade
pasta, whip the cream for the famous dessert tiramisu, and stir the pot for risotto.
Discover the secrets of Italian cooking ...

Price: 66,75 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476COOK

Verona Panoramic Vespa Tour

Hop on a vespa and enjoy the ride (as a passenger) as you discover Verona through
its small alleys and surrounding green hills. You will enjoy panoramic views of the
entire city center.Meet the guide at our meeting point in the city center of Verona. We
will bring you to our Vespa garage, where you ...

Price: 55,20 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P11
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Semi-private Amarone wine-tasting tour from Verona

Enjoy this relaxing tour in Valpolicella wine region. The wine-guide will tell you more
about the history and the legends of the ancient villages and wine-region. Our
destinations will be 2 local wineries, where the wine-makers will show you the
secrets of wine production while you taste some of ...

Price: 66,75 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P16

Verona Arena semi-private Tour with Fast Track 

Visit the ancient Verona Arena. Here you will learn about how it was constructed, its
current and ancient use, and the historical legend behind it. Meet the guide outside
the Verona Arena to join this guided tour, than skip the long line at the entrance.
Enter the grand amphitheater Arena, built by ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P17

Semi-private Sirmione and Lake Garda Tour from Verona

Climb aboard one of our comfortable air-conditioned van and head to Lake Garda.
Reach Sirmione where you will take part in a boat tour and where the guide will take
you around the cobblestone lanes and explain the history of this peninsula town.
Take a seat on a comfortable air-conditioned private ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P18

Dolomites Day Tour from Verona

Discover the UNESCO Heritage Dolomites in this oneday tour. In about a couple of
hours from Verona we will begin to enter into Val di Fassa, a wide-open valley
surrounded by mountain walls. You will be fascinated with its landscapes and its
beautiful sceneries and you will arrive in Pass Pordoi ...

Price: 189,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P20
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Gelato Making Class in Verona

Very small groups with high attention to safety2 hours cooking classLearn to make
real artisanal gelatoItalian chef, expert and passionateElegant cooking schoolPDF
Cookbook Very small groups with high attention to safety2 hours cooking classLearn
to make real artisanal gelatoItalian chef, expert ...

Price: 49,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P22

Best of Verona, Semi-Private Walking Tour with Arena priority entrance

SAVE 8% and choose the Combo of Verona Walking Tour and Arena skip-the-line
tour. Follow the guide and discover the Best of Verona in just few hours, strolling
through the old city center and discover the famous sights of the ancient Roman
Arena. Choose this combo offer to discover the Best of ...

Price: 44,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P25

Verona Bike Tour in local Osterias

Taste your way through the backstreet bars of Verona, called ?osterias?, enjoying
delicious food and wine, while biking through the town. Follow our local guide to
three different osterias, and discover where locals go and socialize.Visit typical
Osterias of Verona, with this yummi gastronomical ...

Price: 35,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P52

Semi-private Walking Tour of Verona-by-Night 

Do you wish to discover the charming Verona from a different point of view? To live a
exciting experience in the city center? Come and visit the city under the moonlight.
The atmosphere is quiet, you can even listen to the sound of the Adige river all
around the city. You?ll stroll around in the ...

Price: 28,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P86
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Amarone Sensory Wine Tasting Experience

The wine experience is available twice a day:4:00 PM: Blind tastingThe second
tasting presents the local Veronese wines with their flavors, perfumes and
emotions.Apple, cherry, pineapple, almond, black pepper, leather, and coffee.. how
many flavors can have a wine? Test your smell and guess the ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P88

Wine Tasting Experience in more than 30 Wineries

Do you know that Verona is the Italian wine capital since 2018? There?s nothing
better than adding an authentic local experience to your holiday in Verona. How to do
that? Simple! Including a wine tasting experience and discovering the famous wines
of the Veronese territory. You can do that simply ...

Price: 25,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476P98

Verona Food & Wine Walking Tour

Discover the stunning Verona with a Food & Wine Walking Tour that will guide you
through the flavours and perfumes of its surroundings. Live a one-of-a-kind
experience and start your day in the right way drinking an authentic Italian espresso:
this is what we call an icebreaker! After a brief ...

Price: 69,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476TASTE

Semi-private Verona Highlights Walking Tour

Follow your guide through the old city center and discover the famous sights of the
ancient Roman Arena and the charming view of Juliet?s balcony. Enjoy a pleasant
walking tour through the enchanting streets of Verona. Enjoy a pleasant walking
through Verona lanes, in a very small group. You will ...

Price: 29,75 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6476WALK
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

TaxiGallo NCC the excellence of rental with driver

TAXI GALLO NCC is committed to offering a qualified service able to satisfy all your
needs.TAXI GALLO NCC is committed to offering a qualified service able to satisfy
all your needs.Time and hours are optional depending on the needs of customers

Price: 180,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=65031P3

Private transfer Verona to Milan or vice versa

Enjoy a hassle-free  private transfer service. Upon arrival in Verona airport, your
driver will be waiting for you holding a signboard with your name on it. If you are
departing from Hotel [in Verona or Milan ]  you can wait at the lobby and driver will
meet you there. You will then be escorted to ...

Price: 465,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6517P20

Museo Nicolis Verona

Verona's Nicolis Museum is one of the most important private museums in Europe
with its large collection of old cars, motorcycles, bicycles, cameras, musical
instruments, motors, planes and other inventions of the sort. It is perhaps most
known for its rare collection of Formula 1 steering wheels. ...

Price: 12,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66390P1

The traditional Verona Cooking Class

SEMI PRIVATE COOKING CLASS!Immerse yourself in Italian food culture with
making fresh stuffed pasta, risotto or the so famous GNOCCHI at the private kitchen
of our local Veronese chef. Your cooking class in Verona includes some appetizers
prepared for you by our chef, a first course, a main dish ...

Price: 95,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P14
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Sunset Verona food & wine Walking tour with a local

A panoramic Verona tour with food, wine, and breathtaking sights. Let your
experienced Verona tour guide lead you through the city center to admire old
monuments while tasting typical Veronese dishes. As you taste and observe, learn
about the city?s culture, history, and other fun facts about the ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P18

Soave Borgo wine tour

Experience the Veneto wine region on this Soave wine tour.In Soave, the charm of
Italy is expressed more than ever and wine is the undisputed king. Our Soave wine
tour includes two Soave winery visits and ends with a walk to the famous castle, set
in a scenic village in the Veneto region.Sample one ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P19

The Verona Tour with LUNCH: Food, Wines, History

This SEMI PRIVATE Verona tour gives you a unique experience, showing you how
local lives while also learning about the city?s history and traditions. Even better? We
modify the program to match the seasons. Let?s discover the streets of Verona
together! Our tour offers you a sensory stroll of ...

Price: 90,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P2

Valpolicella Wine Tour: 3 Wineries and traditional lunch

A SEMI PRIVATE Valpolicella wine tour: Local guide, local lunch, and three winery
visits.Our full-day Valpolicella wine tour offers an exploration of the famous Amarone
hills with Your local guide and wine expert! During the day get an inside look at all
the steps of the winemaking process, from ...

Price: 175,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P20
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

California Ferrari: rent and go!

Experience a real ?testa rossa?, the California Ferrari is waiting for you..During this
amazing Ferrari VIP day Experience you will be able to combine the test drive of a
California Ferrari along with a series of unforgettable experiences that you need to
do in Verona. You could drive through the ...

Price: 950,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P25

Lake Garda wine tasting: Pinot Noir & tortellini

This SEMI PRIVATE Verona day trip is only a 20-minute drive from the city center ?
are you ready? Enjoy a beautiful, educational, and delicious Lake Garda wine tasting
experience with your local wine expert and guide. Visit a small, boutique winery (only
25000 bottles produced annually) and taste ...

Price: 150,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P28

Winter edition: Afternoon Verona Food Tour

Try our popular Verona food and wine winter afternoon tour!Join us for our new
winter Verona walking tour and zip around the ancient city!Follow your hungry and
enthusiastic local food guide on a Verona walking tour with food and wine stops all
around the old city center. The sensory walk, jammed ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P33

Sirmione and Lake Garda Tour from Verona

This Sirmione and Lake Garda Tour from Verona has everything: A boat ride, history,
and wine! Meet your guide at the meeting point, climb aboard our comfortable
air-conditioned car or minivan, then get ready for an amazing and relaxing full day
Lake Garda tour from Verona. In about 30 minutes, we ...

Price: 275,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P34
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

From Verona: The Amarone wine tour

This Amarone wine tour from Verona offers a true education and experience with
Amarone wine. Your tour focuses on education on the winemaking process and a
vertical tasting of 5 Amarone wines dating back to 2001, plus some other unique
DOCG Wines, as Recioto and "Corvina 100% wine".During the ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P35

Amarone e-bike tour with lunch in the winery

Ride through Valpolicella vineyards on this fun Italy bike tour!On this unconventional
excursion, you ride one of the most famous e-bikes, the new MTB, which makes you
feel comfortable and ready for an adventure inside Valpolicella vineyards. You ride
your through 20 hectares of the vineyards and ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=66750P7

Verona Private Walking Tour

Experience the cobblestone streets and medieval architecture of Verona on a
private, 2-hour walking tour. Explore this UNESCO-listed city with a guide exclusive
to your group, passing the Duomo, the ancient amphitheater and 'Juliet's balcony,'
inspired by 'Romeo and Juliet.' As you go, your private ...

Price: 128,21 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6718P11

Verona Small Group Walking Tour

In this 2 hour semi-private walking tour of Verona, with a group of only 6 people
maximum, you will truly enjoy an intimate, personal experience of this ancient town:
the City of Love. One of the most romantic and beautiful cities in Italy, Verona is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Learn all about ...

Price: 79,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6718P54
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Share your Pasta Love: Small group Pasta and Tiramisu class in Verona

You can't visit Italy without trying at least one pasta dish... So, we'll teach you
two!Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2 simple
different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh pasta) from scratch with your Cesarina.
As the icing on the cake you will learn to ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1138

The art of the Italian Aperitivo with a local: Learn & Enjoy in Verona

Your day in Verona is just winding down, the sun's about to set... It's time for an
Aperitivo. This glamorous Italian tradition is loved all over the world, and this is your
chance to learn how to prepare it for yourself, the perfect souvenir.  Preparing the
perfect aperitivo is an art; you will ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P120

Small Group Market tour and Cooking class in Soave

Italy has a vast and varied culinary heritage, and our local hosts are proud to share
its hidden secrets. Share your passion for Italian gastronomy with other lovely
guests, immerse yourself in the vibrant local market and enjoy an authentic hands-on
cooking class.You'll visit the local market with ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1279

Small Group Market tour and Cooking class in Verona

Italy has a vast and varied culinary heritage, and our local hosts are proud to share
its hidden secrets. Share your passion for Italian gastronomy with other lovely
guests, immerse yourself in the vibrant local market and enjoy an authentic hands-on
cooking class.You'll visit the local market with ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1305
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Small Group Market tour and Dining Experience at a Cesarina's home in Soave

Would you like to discover the most authentic side of Italian gastronomy and share it
with other enthusiasts of the ?cucina italiana??Enjoy this shared Market tour and
typical Dining experience.Visit the vibrant local market and learn about the seasonal
produce and secret ingredients.Then, head to ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1334

Small Group Market tour and Dining Experience at a Cesarina's home in Verona

Would you like to discover the most authentic side of Italian gastronomy and share it
with other enthusiasts of the ?cucina italiana??Enjoy this shared Market tour and
typical Dining experience.Visit the vibrant local market and learn about the seasonal
produce and secret ingredients.Then, head to ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1354

Name your recipe: food market tour and workshop with a Cesarina in Verona

Have you ever been to a local market and traditional food shop in Italy, full of
ingredients you'd love to experiment with? This is your chance to  visit a market with
a local expert, choose your most inspiring ingredients, and create and name your
very own two recipes.  Go food shopping with your ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P142

Share your Pasta Love: Small group Pasta and Tiramisu class in Soave

You can't visit Italy without trying at least one pasta dish... So, we'll teach you
two!Learn how to roll 'sfoglia' (fresh pasta) by hand and how to prepare 2 simple
different kinds of pasta (filled pasta + fresh pasta) from scratch with your Cesarina.
As the icing on the cake you will learn to ...

Price: 99,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1514
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona in 3 Wines: Exclusive Wine Tasting with an Expert & Food Pairing

If you would like to experience Verona in a glass and have a glimpse inside a real
Italian home, this Wine tasting is for you.The experience takes place in the home of a
local professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters).Together with your host you will:- Learn the ...

Price: 109,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1528

Professional 6 Wines Tasting with Regional Appetizers in a Localâ€™s home - Verona

Enjoy an immersive Wine experience, where you?ll get to taste a range of local
wines paired with local delicacies.The experience takes place in the home of a local
professional Wine Taster from ONAV (the Italian Association of Wine
Tasters).Together with your host you will:- Learn the fundamentals ...

Price: 159,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P1536

Private pasta-making class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Verona

Immerse yourself in a private pasta-making class at Cesarina's home,  learn the
secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a glass of local wine. During the lesson the Cesarina will reveal the
tricks of the trade of 3 authentic regional pasta ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P372

Hire your local home cook in Verona

Want to entertain your friends and family in your home away from home? Le
Cesarine is your perfect solution; our expert local home cooks will come to your
accommodation to create an authentic culinary experience you'll never forget. Put
your feet up and relax with your loved ones while our Cesarina ...

Price: 130,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P442
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Dining experience at a local's home in Verona with show cooking

Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a local's home, enjoy an exclusive
show cooking and taste authentic Verona recipes treasured in family cookbooks
passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian hospitality as you
connect with local people. Enjoy a 4-course menu ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P50

Private Cooking Class with Lunch or Dinner in Soave

Dive into the regional traditions of everyday Italy and discover the secrets of Soave's
cuisine. Learning how to cook in a local home is a wonderful way to gain insight into
Italy's real culture.What could be a better souvenir than cooking knowledge to last a
lifetime? Learn how to prepare 3 local ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P514

 Private cooking class at a local's home with tasting in Verona

Immerse yourself in a private cooking class at local's home,  learn the secrets of the
most famous dishes of Verona cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by a selection of local wines. During the lesson the local home cook
will reveal the tricks of the trade of 3 authentic Verona ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P52

Local market visit and dining experience at a local's home in Verona

Visit the vibrant local market and immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a
local's home, enjoy an exclusive cooking demo and taste authentic Verona recipes
treasured in family cookbooks passed down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the
warmth of Italian hospitality as you connect with local ...

Price: 139,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P53
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Local market visit and private cooking class at a Cesarina's home in Verona

Visit the vibrant local market and the traditional food shops with a local home cook
and immerse yourself in a private cooking class at a local's home, learn the secrets
of the most famous dishes of Verona cuisine and taste the fruit of your labour
accompanied by local wines. During the lesson, ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P55

Private Market Tour and Cooking Class with Lunch or Dinner in Soave

Dive into the Italian way of life by living just like the locals do.Visit the vibrant local
market and the traditional food shops with the Cesarina and immerse yourself in a
private cooking class at the Cesarina's home, learn the secrets of the most famous
dishes of local cuisine and taste the ...

Price: 215,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P555

Private market tour, lunch or dinner and cooking demo in Soave

Dive into the Italian way of life by living just like the locals do.Visit the vibrant local
market and immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a Cesarina's home,
enjoy an exclusive cooking demo and taste authentic local recipes treasured in family
cookbooks passed down by real Italian ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P603

Lunch or dinner and cooking demo at a local home in Soave

Immerse yourself in a private dining experience at a local's home, enjoy an exclusive
cooking demo and taste authentic recipes treasured in family cookbooks passed
down by real Italian Mammas. Feel the warmth of Italian hospitality as you connect
with local people. Enjoy a 4-course menu including ...

Price: 85,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P645
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private Pasta & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Verona

Immerse yourself in a private pasta and tiramisu-making class in a welcoming
home, learn the secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and tiramisu and
taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner accompanied by local wines. During
this private lesson, you will learn how to prepare 2 ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P694

Private Pasta & Tiramisu Masterclass at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Soave

Immerse yourself in a private pasta and tiramisu-making class in a welcoming
home, learn the secrets of the region's most famous pasta dishes and tiramisu and
taste the fruit of your labour for lunch or dinner accompanied by local wines. During
this private lesson, you will learn how to prepare 2 ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P728

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Verona

Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P845

Private Pizza & Tiramisu Class at a Cesarina's home with tasting in Soave

Don't lose the opportunity to become a "pizzaiolo" (pizza-maker) and a great tiramisu
maker! Enter a local home, connect with an expert home cook and discover how
Italian mamma and nonnas used to prepare awesome pizza at home.With this
private hands-on cooking class, you will learn how to make ...

Price: 145,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P873
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Small-group Street food tour in Soave

Dive into Verona like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted artisanal
food shops, tasting as you go. Visit a selection of small local shops, learn about the
typical products of the city while tasting them. A delicious way to discover Verona
and its gastronomy! ? Street food tasting ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P950

Small-group Street food tour in Verona

Dive into Verona like a local foodie. Explore your Cesarina's most trusted artisanal
food shops, tasting as you go. Visit a selection of small local shops, learn about the
typical products of the city while tasting them. A delicious way to discover Verona
and its gastronomy! ? Street food tasting ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=68460P966

Lake Garda: 2-Hour Guided Trike Tour (1 traveler + up to 2 persons free)

Treat yourself to something special and surprise your partner or friends and drive a
vehicle after which everyone turns around. With its strong performance, low center of
gravity, ultra wide tires, shiny chrome, and rims that you cannot see every day, the
trike show at first glance that it is made ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P1

8-h Trike Rental on Lake Garda (1 traveler + up to 2 persons free)

- Treat yourself, your partner or friends to something special- Requires ony car
license - no experience needed- Experience Lake Garda or Verona "The easy rider"
way- For up to 3 people- Plan your tour as you want and we will assist you- Treat
yourself, your partner or friends to something special- ...

Price: 185,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Airport Transfer by Trike (1 traveler + 1 person free)

Experience a unique and fun airport transfer by trike. Surprise your partner or friends
with an extraordinary transport option which will turn everybody's head. Avoid the
stress of searching for public transport or taxis at the airport.Experience a unique and
fun airport transfer by trike. Surprise ...

Price: 50,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P4

Lake Garda - Airport Verona Transfer by Trike (1 traveler + 1 person free)

Experience a unique and fun airport transfer by trike. Surprise your partner or friends
with an extraordinary transport option which will turn everybody's head. Avoid the
stress of searching for public transport or taxis at the airport.Experience a unique and
fun airport transfer by trike. Surprise ...

Price: 80,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P5

Private Transfers and Sightseeing by Trike in Verona (1 traveler + 1 person)

Treat yourself to something special and experience a breathtaking transfer by
trike.Rely on a professional, certified driver to bring you safely to your destination or
during a sightsseing trip to the most beautiful places in Verona.Get into the city
center of Verona easily. Our trikes have the ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P6

Lake Garda: 2-Hour Trike Tour as passenger(s) (1 traveler + 1 person free)

Do something different on your trip to Lake Garda and experience the stunning
scenery and pretty villages from the back seat of a trike.Enjoy the luxury to be driven
and enjoy the undisturbed view of the landscape of Lake Garda far from the
crowds.We have choosen one of the most scenic routes you ...

Price: 90,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

4-h Trike Rental on Lake Garda (1 traveler + up to 2 persons free)

- Treat yourself, your partner or friends to something special.- Requires only car
license - no experience needed- Experience Lake Garda or Verona "The easy rider"
way- For up to 3 people- Plan your tour as you want and we will assist you- Treat
yourself, your partner or friends to something ...

Price: 115,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=69259P9

Verona City Hop-on Hop-off Tour

Experience the perfect introduction to Verona aboard this hop-on hop-off sightseeing
tour! You'll see all the beautiful sights of the city in a comfortable and secure
environment, with full commentary provided. Discover Verona in an open-top
double-decker bus with the opportunity to hop-on and ...

Price: 20,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=6980VERONA

Private transfer: Valerio Catullo Airport (VRN) to Verona

English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays. Enjoy a
safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays.
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=70478P297

Private transfer: Verona to Valerio Catullo Airport (VRN)

English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays. Enjoy a
safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? hotel, short-term rental or a
meeting.English-speaking, affordable airport pickup that accounts for flight delays.
Enjoy a safe, comfortable ride wherever you need ? ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=70478P298
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Blindfolded Wine tasting

A Blindfolded tasting to test your senses, your skills and knowledge in the
oenological field. You will have the opportunity to taste blindfolded four wines of the
same type but of different wineries, immersing yourself in an engaging blend of
flavors and taste sensations such as to stimulate your ...

Price: 48,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=72634P2

Valpolicella wine tasting, the three classics!

In this tour you will be able to taste our genuine enogastronomic local product as cold
cuts, cheeses and Valpolicella wines.You'll fall in love with our three classics, as:
Valpolicella Classico, Valpolicella RIpasso and Valpolicella Superiore. In this tour you
will be able to taste our genuine ...

Price: 48,06 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=72634P3

Valpolicella and Amarone luxury experience

The tasting of Valpolicella's wines will open you to a new and richer range of flavors,
aromas and emotions coming from the land and the vineyards will come directly to
the bottle, to the glass and finally to your palate. Delight body and soul by enjoying a
tasting of wines of high quality ...

Price: 102,57 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=72634P4

In love with Slow Food! - La Botteghetta's gourmet tour

SLOW DOWN AND EAT SLOW FOOD!So where to begin?SLOW DOWN AND EAT
SLOW FOOD!So where to begin?In this wonderful tour, will be presented the Slow
Food Presidia of Verona such as Stortina, Monte Veronese, Broccoletto di Custoza,
Melo Decio di Belfiore and much more, listing their origins, the ...

Price: 47,44 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=72634P5
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Pre-Opera Arena food - La Botteghetta's Gourmet tour

What's better than a night at the Opera? A Pre-Opera aperitif with  local food and
delicious wines of course!What's better than a night at the Opera? A Pre-Opera
aperitif with  local food and delicious wines of course!Here's some ways to make the
Opera more interesting:Drink good wine before ...

Price: 47,44 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=72634P8

Verona: City Highlights Private Tour

Our licensed guide will take you on a journey through time, from the Romans to the
Middle Age. From the Arena, the most famous amphitheater built more than 2000
years ago and still in use today for international opera performances and concerts, to
the Tombe Scaligere, commemoration of the Scaliger ...

Price: 120,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=72843P13

Verona: GROM Gelato Experience and Self-Guided Tour 

Among all the culinary experiences in Italy, you cannot miss out on our famous
gelato invented in the Renaissance age. Join our experience and discover the
secrets behind one of the most important gelato shops in Italy, before having a taste
for yourself. In addition you can also enjoy unlimited ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=73995P44

Peschiera Walking Tour- Passeggiata nella storia

A walk through history has never been this excited. Discover the local fishing
traditions starting the Bronze Age. Visit the ruins of the Roman Empire, the medieval
Scaligeri (lords of Verona) and the Austro Hungarian Empire that have filled our
town. Discover the places that have determined the ...

Price: 15,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=7539P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Discover Valpolicella by the River in Verona centre

Have an individual wine session and dive into the world of Valpolicella & Amarone
DOC wines: discover an exclusive garden by the river in the centre of Verona and
taste products from a family-run winery with the help of an expert guide!Have an
individual wine session and dive into the world of ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P1

Olive oil extra vergin, Bruschetta and cheese selection in Verona city centre

Hidden corners in Verona city centre: discover a secret garden in the oldest part of
the city on the bank of the river AdigeHidden corners in Verona city centre: discover
a secret garden in the oldest part of the city on the bank of the river
AdigeItineraryThis is a typical itinerary for this ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P2

Discover Valpolicella Vineyards and Wine Tasting Experience

Join an unforgettable tour in our family Winery with the winemaker!We are a Winery
boutique in the heart of Valpolicella and we organize activities to share our passion
for Valpolicella and Amarone wines with our guests (we offer it directly, without
intermediaries or tour operator).We?ll start ...

Price: 47,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P3

Bike Station Valpolicella: E-bike tour & Amarone Tasting

This E-bike tour is put forward by Tenuta Santa Maria Valverde, a Winery Boutique in
Marano di Valpolicella.We are not intermediaries or tour operator: we directly arrange
the tour and wine tasting.The winemaker Nicola, born and raised in the Valpolicella,
will make you see magnificent treasures in ...

Price: 107,89 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P4
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Truffle Hunting and Amarone Tasting

Embark on a truffle hunting adventure with an Italian Tartufaro and the dog.Discover
the land of Valpolicella and join the scorzone Truffle hunt. The Tartufaro will guide
you in the hunt of this black diamond of the kitchen in the woods and lands
surrounding an old Winery in Verona.Taste fresh ...

Price: 100,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P5

Discover DOP Olive Oil

Discover how organic extra virgin olive oil is made and enjoy a tasting of different
Italian olive oils paired with regional wine and delicious local cheeses, salami with
bread and chutney.Take a stroll through an olive tree garden and admire an amazing
view of the Valpolicella.Visit an authentic ...

Price: 54,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P6

Opera Bites in the Vineyard

#ItalianOpera #WineTastingJoin the Opera Bites experience in the vineyards, you
will hear wonderful music sung by a classically trained singer. Listen and enjoy arias
from famous operas, some of which will be performed in Verona this summer at the
Arena.At the conclusion of the performance in the ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P7

Discover chilled RosÃ©

Join an unforgettable tour in our family Winery with the winemaker!We are a small
Boutique Winery in the heart of Valpolicella and we organize activities to share our
passion for fine wines with our guests (we offer it directly, without intermediaries or
tour operator).We?ll start with a walk in ...

Price: 53,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86300P9
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Private 2-hour Walking Tour of Verona with private official tour guide

Verona is one of the most charming cities in Northern Italy, with its history stretching
back to Roman times, the city center is divided by the river Adige, it?s a gorgeous
town full of crossing streets, lively bars, intimate restaurants and active piazzas.You
will discover the main emblematic ...

Price: 125,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8647P339

Private Full Day Tour from Milan to Verona with local tour guide and fast train

Enjoy this private full day tour of Verona from Milan with a local tour guide.You will
take the fast train from Milan to Verona early in the morning (exact time to confirm).
Once in Verona you will meet your private official tour guide in Puorta Nuova Station
to start your 2.5 hours guided ...

Price: 245,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8647P617

Private Transfer from Verona to Bologna (BLQ) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a private
transfer to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the
hotel, and travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of
your departure to Bologna Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 462,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8653P1953

Private Transfer from Verona to Rimini (RMI) Airport

Take the worry out of your departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a private transfer
to suit your group size (up to 8 people). Avoid the long lines for taxis at the hotel, and
travel in the comfort of a Premium car or minivan.Take the worry out of your
departure to Rimini Airport and pre-book a ...

Price: 928,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8653P2284
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona: Welcome Private Tour w/ a Local

With our walking tours, you?ll skip the mundane historical tours and discover the city
through a local?s eyes. Experience a tour that will transform the way you travel to
make it as much about the people you meet, as it is the places you see. Our local
guides (Lokafyers) are passionate about their ...

Price: 30,77 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=86919P46

Pagus Wine ToursÂ® - A taste of Valpolicella Half day Wine Tour

In this tour - but that's just one of the experiences you can live with Pagus - we will
take you to an extraordinary land called Valpolicella. Its wine is considered legendary
since Roman times. You?ll learn about the history of our wines and of this great
territory. On Valpolicella wine route you ...

Price: 70,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=87035P1

Verona Private Walking Tour

?O Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo??: This medieval old town, nestled
alongside the river Adige, will forever be marked for its association with
Shakespeare's most famous love tragedy, ?Romeo and Juliet?. Every year, many
visitors roam to its Piazzas and streets, trying to retrace the ...

Price: 184,50 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88037P254

Verona City Sightseeing Walking Tour of Must-See Sites with Local Guide

Verona is known all over the world as the city of love  because represents  the place
where was setted the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet narrated by Shakespeare . You
will find out the Juliet's house and its famous balcony that today is one of the main
attractions of the city for tourists all over ...

Price: 36,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88259P19
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Skip the line tour: Verona Arena and Romeo & Juliet's house with a local Guide

When you think of Verona you immediately think of Shakespeare and his famous
play Romeo and Juliet. It is true Verona inspired the English writer to write his most
famous masterpiece and you might asking yourself why. Verona is a beautiful city,
full of art, architecture and history. Thanks to this ...

Price: 259,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88259P40

Verona Christmas Markets and Main Historical Sites 

If you are passing by Verona in the period between November and January, you
cannot miss this tour of the suggestive Christmas atmosphere of Verona. In this
period Verona is full of Christmas markets that adorn the city. Thanks to the help of a
local guide, you will walk along the city marvelling ...

Price: 192,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88259P42

Verona Sightseeing Walking Tour with Food & Wine Tasting 

Planning a visit to Verona? Let us show you around the fascinating sites of the highly
attractive city alongside sampling the best beverages and bites in the area for an
exhilarating walking tour with food & wine tasting. With an experienced professional
local tour guide, you will stroll the city ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88259P43

Valpolicella Tour: The land of Amarone

Semi-private small-group tour with professional licensed guide. Only family-run
wineries are selected. The wine tasting include 4-5 different red wines, including the
famous Amarone. Scenic views guaranteed!Semi-private small-group tour with
professional licensed guide. Only family-run wineries are ...

Price: 71,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P1
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Amarone wine meets Lake Garda

We operate semi-private small-group tours. We will drive to Lake Garda and visit the
medieval town of Lazise. We will visit family-run winery for a tasting of local white
and rosé wines, and a second winery within the Valpolicella wine district, for a tasting
of their best red wines, including the ...

Price: 92,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P10

Valpolicella wines and e.v. olive oil

Semi-private small-group tour with professional licensed guide. Only family-run
wineries and olive-oil makers are selected. In the winery there will be a tasting of 4
different red wines and some fingerfood. At the oil mill you will have tha chance to
taste and compare different olive oil ...

Price: 92,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P11

Bicycle tour to the Valpolicella, land of Amarone

Semi-private small-group tour with professional licensed guide. Only family-run
wineries are selected. Teh bike ride is easy on flat lanes through the vineyards. The
wine tasting include 4 different red wines, including the famous Amarone. Scenic
views guaranteed!Semi-private small-group tour with ...

Price: 90,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P12

Verona "to eat": a wine and food exploration in old Verona

This is not a traditional city tour, but a food and wine exploration, where a
professional guide will accompany you to the old and hidden taverns and deli shops
of Verona. Four stops with food and drinks are provided.This is not a traditional city
tour, but a food and wine exploration, where a ...

Price: 115,39 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P13
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Soft hike along the Great Wall of Verona and visit to the "Veronese Hogwarts"

This is not a traditional city tour but a soft-hike along Verona's walls, with many
scenic views and explorations in the old forts.This is not a traditional city tour but a
soft-hike along Verona's walls, with many scenic views and explorations in the old
forts.ItineraryThis is a typical itinerary ...

Price: 128,21 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P14

Lake Garda Riviera with wine tasting

We operate semi-private small-group tours. We will drive to Lake Garda and visit the
medieval town of Lazise. We will visit family-run winery for a tasting of local white
and rosé wines. Free time will be given in the town.We operate semi-private
small-group tours. We will drive to Lake Garda and ...

Price: 71,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P15

White wines in the medieval town of Soave

Semi-private tour small-group tour with professional licensed guide. We will visit the
enchanted medieval town of Soave, and a family-run winery for a tasting of 4
different white wines. Scenic views guaranteed!Semi-private tour small-group tour
with professional licensed guide. We will visit the ...

Price: 71,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P2

Verona walking tour (private tour)

A very complete tour of the old city, totally private, to discover the most famous sites,
but also the hidden gems of old Verona, in a relaxed pace, with a professional
licensed guide.A very complete tour of the old city, totally private, to discover the
most famous sites, but also the hidden gems ...

Price: 174,36 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Tour of the Veronese wines in the old taverns (incl. Amarone)

Without moving from Verona you can make a complete tour of the best wines of the
province, just moving from an "osteria" to another: a unique opportunity to discover
the most hidden corners of an old-style "Verona-to-drink".This tour is led by a
professional sommelier.Without moving from Verona you ...

Price: 71,80 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P5

Visit to the peninsula of Sirmione with boat ride

Semi-private small-group tour with professional certified guides.We will visit the
medieval lake town of Sirmione and take a boat tour around the peninsula, to enjoy
beautiful views of the Roman ruins and the castle. Free time is given (for shopping,
swimming, etc).Semi-private small-group tour ...

Price: 92,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P6

Two wineries in Valpolicella: Amarone in two versions!

Semi-private small-group tour with professional licensed guide. Only family-run
wineries are selected. In each winery there will be a tasting of 4 different red wines
and some fingerfood.Focus on different styles of wine making and different Amarone
styles.Semi-private small-group tour with ...

Price: 92,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P7

Soave: white wines and visit to the castle

Semi-private tour small-group tour with professional licensed guide. We will visit the
enchanted medieval town of Soave and its majestic castle. IN Soave itself we will
visit a family-run winery for a tasting of 4 local white wines.Scenic views
guaranteed!Semi-private tour small-group tour with ...

Price: 92,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Gourmet tour: Amarone, cheese and salami

Semi-private small-group tour with professional licensed guides. We will visit a
cheese and salumi maker in the mountains north of Verona for an abundant tasting,
and a family-run winery within the Valpolicella, the land of Amarone wine, for a
tasting of 4 red wines. Scenic views ...

Price: 92,31 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88367P9

Hidden and fascinating Verona - 3 hour private walking tour

Verona is a charming and unique italian city. Discover it with a local and a
Professional Licensed Tour Guide, a tour guide who was born in Verona and still
lives there. Walk on its open and colorful squares, learn about its glorious past and
its lively present. Admire the beauty of its highlights ...

Price: 200,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88714P1

Verona and the Jewish District -3 hour private walking tour

We are going to see the highlights of Verona and we'll add one hidden,
off-the-beaten-tracks, part of the city: the old Jewish Ghetto. The area was built long
time ago, during the XVII cent. We are going to discover the relationship among the
city and the Jewsih people. They lived in Verona from ...

Price: 190,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88714P2

Green Verona: hidden courtyards & gardens - 3 hour private walking tour

Verona is not only the romantic city of Romeo and Juliet, and it's not only red
because of the medieval brick buildings. It's a green, colorful and charming town,
where the beauty of the gardens and hidden corners create a special romantic
atmosphere. Discover the gardens and the hidden corners, ...

Price: 230,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=88714P3
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona Private Walking Tour with Professional Guide

During this walking tour, you will get to see some of the most popular tourist
attractions of Verona along with a local- professional guide who will be exclusively
with you.The walking tour would last for about two hours and can be customized
accordingly to your taste and preferences.The tour ...

Price: 238,85 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=89617P122

Verona and Lake Garda E-bike Tour

Lake Garda is only about 30 km away from Verona: a perfect distance for an e-bike
ride!From the city center you will quickly reach the bike path.The itinerary begins
mainly flat, then here is a light up-hill before a village that is the perfect location to
have a short break. You will then hop on ...

Price: 65,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8994P12

Romeo & Juliet E-bike Tour

The famous story of love and tragedy told in the most suggestive and romantic
places of Verona, some of which are well known: the famous balcony where they fell
in love, the marriage in the crypt of the cathedral, the corner where Mercuzio was
killed by Tebaldo and Romeo was condemned to exile. But ...

Price: 89,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8994P15

Verona and the countryside, by e-bike

The area around Verona, with woods, vineyards, olive groves, allows unique views
above the city and offer the possibility to pedal great paths in the nature. Thanks to
the e-bike, you?ll get the chance to discover a charming and authentic landscape.
We'll bike out in the Eastern green valley of ...

Price: 60,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=8994P16
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

The Legend of Romeo and Juliet Mystery Tour in Verona

Join this engaging 3-hours tour and explore Verona to try and solve a mystery. You'll
be involved in a story, a novel in which puzzles and games alternate to details about
what you are visiting. Follow your tour guide and get new clues and informations that
will lead you to the solution of the ...

Price: 320,52 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9193P1

Killing Cangrande Mystery Tour in Verona

Led by a local registered tour guide, become real detectives and, walking through the
historical centre, let the city of Verona ? with the help of monuments, legends,
riddles, games and clues ? reveal this long buried truth.Led by a local registered tour
guide, become real detectives and, walking ...

Price: 320,52 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9193P2

Verona Airport (VRN) Arrival Transfer (Airport to Verona Hotels or Address)

PRICE SHOWN IS PER VEHICLE. Choose number of passengers to see prices for
larger vehicles. Book your private arrival transfer from Verona Airport (VRN) to any
Hotel or Address in Verona City today!Our driver will meet&greet you at the airport
with a sign with the lead passenger name and take you to ...

Price: 78,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=92439P207

Verona Airport (VRN) Departure Transfer (Verona Hotels to Verona Airport)

FINAL RATE PER VEHICLEBook your private departure transfer from any hotel or
address in Verona City to Verona Airport (VRN) today!We pick you up at any hotel or
address in Verona City in one of our Cars or Minivans and take you directly to
Verona Airport (VRN).What is included:- NO HIDDEN CHARGES- ...

Price: 78,67 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=92439P208
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Verona and the countryside - E-bike tour

The easy and flat route starts from the center of Verona. Following the river Adige
and crossing the historic center, we will ride towards the countryside and Villa
Balladoro Malfatti, guarded by the ruins of the medieval castle of Montorio. Pedaling
along cycle paths and secondary roads we'll ...

Price: 53,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9967P10

Discover Verona 2-Hour Guided Walking Tour

Guided tour to discover the treasures of the romantic city of Romeo and Juliet.
2-hour walking guided tour in the heart of Verona, stop in the most characteristic and
famous places: Piazza Brà and Arena di Verona, Juliet's Balcony and Piazza delle
Erbe.Guided tour to discover the treasures of the ...

Price: 46,16 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9967P2

Three-night stay in Verona and wine tasting in Valpolicella

Tour ItineraryDay 1: Arrival in Verona and check-in. The rest of the day is free to
discover Verona on one?s own - lunch and dinner are not included. Overnight stay at
the hotel.Day 2: Breakfast at the hotel. Free day to walk the streets of Verona and
discover many of the monuments and museums the ...

Price: 155,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9967P7

Romeo and Juliet - Private bike tour in Verona

We will cycle through the streets, yards and ancient wells of Verona, following the
traces of tragedy and passion of Shakespeare?s Romeo and Juliet, including the
famous balcony where their love story began. At the end of the tour we will climb up
by funicular to Castel San Pietro, a place where ...

Price: 105,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9967P8
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Tours & Sightseeing Verona

Discover Verona - Bike tour

Jump on one of our bikes, fasten your helmet and cycle through Verona listening to
the passionate story your guide will tell you. Are you ready? Start this lovely Verona
Bike Tour with us, discovering the most beautiful monuments and squares of
Verona.We will discover the city center, riding ...

Price: 45,00 Euro

https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=945&id=9967P9
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